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AP Photo Patrick Semansky. File
In this May 21. 2013 file photo. Army Pfc. Bradley Manning
is escorted into a courthouse in Fort Meade, Md., before a
pretrial military hearing.

Murray-Calloway County
Fair events will start off with a
bang Thursday night, as the
annual 4-H Shotgun Shoot
kicks off this year's festivities
continuing through June 15.
Those wishing to attend this
year's fair can expect to drop
Hamilton's starting on Monday.
June 10, as admission is set at
$10 for each carnival night.
On Wednesday, June 12,
Family Night will be observed.
setting fair admission to $8
with the donation of two
canned goods per ticket. All
canned goods received in this
manner will be donated to Need
Line of Murray's food bank.
While attendants will see
some of the same events from
previous years, MCC Fair

WikiLeaks

Lawyer: Manning wanted
to enlighten U.S. about war
By DAVID DISHNEAU
and PAULINE JELINEK
Associated Press
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MK' ILADL. Md.(AP) — Sitting almost motionless. Pfc.
Bradley Manning listened to his attorney argue that the soldier
was young and naive and only wanted to enlighten the public
Thout the bitter reality of America's wars when he gave a massive amount of classified material to WikiLeaks.
Prosecutors. though. contend the 25-year-old Army intelligence analyst effectively put U.S. military secrets into the hands
of the enemy. including Osama bin Laden,and they want to send
Manning to prison for the rest of his life.
Manning's military trial at Fort Meade outside Baltimore
resumes Tuesday-. with prosecutors expected to call an expert to
testify about evidence found on computers used by Manning in
Iraq. During opening statements Monday. defense attorney
Dav id Coombs said Manning's struggle to fit in as a gay man in
the military made him feel he "needed to do something to make
.1 difference in this world."
Manning has admitted turning over hundreds of thousands of
documents to the anti-secrecy website WikiLeaks, pleading
guilty earlier this year to charges that could bring 20 years
behind bars. But the military pressed ahead with a court-martial
on more serious charges, including aiding the enemy. which carries a potential lire sentence.
Coombs said the soldier front Crescent. Okla.. was "a humanist." a word engraved on his custom-made dog tags.-As an ana-

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times photos
Murray State University President Dr. Randy Dunn (above) leads the Town & Gown
Community Band through a version of "The Washington Post March" Tuesday evening during the band's initial 2013 performance in the MSU quad. A large crowd enjoyed near-perfect weather conditions, which the Rotary Club of Murray also used to full advantage
(below) as it had its weekly gathering under a big-top tent'as a pre-concert activity that also
allowed it to enjoy enhanced visibility in the community.

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
A 2001 Greatdane enclosed
semi trailer reported stolen a
few weeks ago by a Calloway
County business was recovered
Monday night in southeastern
Virginia.
Calloway County Sheriff's
Office T.A.C. Officer Nathan
Baird said the Calloway office
received a call from the
Southampton County Sheriff's

II See Page 3A

WEATHER

The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Mostly sunny
with a high near 84 Light and
variable wind.
Wednesday Night: A 40
percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms Mostly

Murray
& Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

11
65 5 40 201 01

cloudy, with a low around 67.
Calm wind
Thursday: Mostly cloudy
with showers and thunderstorms likely A high near 81.
Calm wind becoming west
southwest around 5 mph in the
afternoon. Chance of precipitation is 60 percent.
Thursday Night: A chance
of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 66. North northwest
wind around 5 mph.
Friday: Partly sunny with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms. A high near 79.
North wind 5 to 7 mph.
Friday Night: Partly cloudy,
with a low around 60. North
wind 5 to 7 mph becoming
calm after midnight.

Two Sections- 12 Pages
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Comics
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18
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Sports
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See Page 3A

Wellman to
preside over
Fancy Farm
speaking
Special to the Ledger
The political committee for
the St. Jerome Parish's Fancy
Farm Picnic has announced
that Ferrell Wellman will serve
as master of ceremonies for the
133rd annual Fancy Farm
Political Speaking Program to
be held Saturday. Aug. 3.
According to Mark Wilson,
chairman of the political event.
Wellman currently serves as
host of KET's Comment on
Kentucky. the nation's longestrunning news commentary program on public television.
The committee is excited to
have an emcee of so much
notoriety who Is very-well

•See Page 3A

BETH STRIBLING, MISD / photo provided
CAR AND DOG WASH: The Murray Middle School Tiger Band will hold a Car and Dog
Wash Saturday, June 8. at Pizza Hut on the corner of 12th and Chestnut from 9 a.m. to 3
p m. Proceeds from the event will go toward offsetting the cost of a 2014 Spring trip,
according to Beth Stribling. MMS band director Pictured above are students participating
in a previous event.
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Save On Over 75 Living Room Sets
Lane Dual Reclining Pad-Over Chaise Sofa
Retail Value $2030 Sale $999
Rocker Recliner
Retail Value $1225 Sale $54
(Rocker Recliner Not Pictured)
Broyhill Sectional
Retail Value $2519 Sale $1399

III I

Broyhill Farnsworth Table & 4 Chairs
Retail Value $2501 Sale $1399 5PC Set
Server Retail Value $1200 Sale $599

Lane Pad-Over Chaise
Rocker Recliner
Chocolate or Beige Retail
Value $927 Sale $427
with Storage & U13S Port

American Woodcrofters Queen Sleigh Bed
Retail Value 81045 Sale 8588
Dresser & Mirror Retail Value 81645 Sale 8898
Chest Retail Value $1085 Sale $588
Lane Top Grain
Leather Pad-Over
Chaise Rocker
Recliner Retail
Value $1050
Sale $498
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II Fair events set...

Kentucky

News in Brief

From Front
President Steven Watkins said a
couple of new events are on tap
for fair season, including laser
tag available June 10-15 and an
ATV barrel race set for June 12.
Watkins said the laser tag station, available to anyone paying
regular admission each night.
will be helfi inside the closed
barn which previously served as
the old entrance to the fairgrounds.
Another event which has not
garnered much attention is the
Special Angels Pageant, slated
for a 6 p.m. start on Saturday.
"We tried to do a special
needs pageant last year and no
one turned out," Watkins said.
"A lot of fairs are doing it and
with great response. We haven't
had anyone pre-register as of
yet, but we're hoping the show
still happens."
From June 10-15. the front
gate will open at 6 p.m.. and
general admission pays for all
festivities held within the fairgrounds. Some competitions do
require an entry fee for exhibits.
For more information, s iSit
www.mccfair.com.

Fort Campbell soldier killed in Afghanistan
FORT CAMPBELL. Ky.(AP) — A soldier stationed at Fort
Campbell has been killed in Afghanistan.
The Department of Defense said Tuesday that 39-year-old
Warrant Officer Sean W. Mullen of Dover. Del., died June 2 of
wounds sustained when insurgents attacked his unit with an
improvised explosive device.
The attack was at Lashkar Gah. Afghanistan.
Mullen was assigned to the 2nd Battalion. 5th Special Forces
Group(Airborne), at Fort Campbell.

N. Ky. experiences record harsh flu season
COVINGTON. K).(AP) — The Northern Kentucky
Independent District Health Department says the region has experienced a record "harsh" flu season.
The agency says it recorded the highest number of flu cases in
its history over the past season with 3,492. Eight people died.
During the'previous season of 2011-2012. the department recorded
284 cases.
4, Health department spokeswoman Emily Gresham Wherle told
The Kentucky Enquirer that the increase likely was due to several
factors including a strongerilu strain, better reporting by health
care providers and improved tracking by the health department.

Area farmers planting more wheat
BENTON. Ky.(AP) — Farmers in western Kentucky are planting more wheat in an effort to make up for last year's losses due to
the drought.
Farmer Mike Soper told The Paducah Sun that he has planted
250 more acres of the crop this year on his land in Ballard County.
He says he hopes to begin harvesting by June 10.
The newspaper cited data from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture in reporting that Kentucky farmers planted 680,000
acres of wheat this season. That's a 1001XX) acre increase over last
year and marks the highest level of planting in five years.

Judge sentences 3 in fatal beating
PINEVILLE, Ky..(AP) — A judge has _sentenced three people .
convicted in the fatal beating of an elderly eastern Kentucky Mall
to 20 years each in prison.
The Middlesboro Daily News reports emotions were high in the
courtroom on Monday when the sentences were handed down to
Brian Hatfield. Candy Maiden and Debbie Partin. Each was convicted last month of complicity to commit murder and jurors recommended that each defendant serve 20 years.
The charges stem from the January 2(X)8 beating of 9I-year-old
William Taylor of Frakes in Bell County. Taylor was able to walk
to a neighbor's house for help after being attacked, but died a
week later from injuries.
Authorities have said the motive for the attack was theft.

sIt in Baghdad. Manning had
access to hundreds of millions
of documents but selectively
00mbs said.
.
leaked material. 5
He mentioned an unclassified
video of a 2007 U.S. Apache
helicopter attack that mistakenly killed 11 civilians, including
a Reuters news photographer.
"He believed this information
showed how we value human
life. He was troubled by that. He
believed that if the American
public saw it. they too would be
troubled," Coombs said.
Prosecutors said they will
present evidence that bin Laden
requested and obtained from
another al-Qaida member the
Afghanistan battlefield reports
and State Department cables
published by WikiLeaks.
"This is a case about a soldier
who systematically harvested
hundreds of thousands of docudatabases
pa
ri classified
ments
and then dThped that information onto the Internet into the
hands of the enemy." prosecutor
Capt. Joe Morrow said.
He said the case is "about
what happens when arrogance
meets access to sensitive information."
Wearing his dress blue uniform, the slightly built Manning
peered through his small eye-

Calloway County alum
wins state police award

Special to the Ledger
The Keniuck% State Police
held their annual awards ceremony on recently at the Capitol
Plaza Hotel in Frankfort. Two
Troopers from the Ma% field
Post recei‘ed awards.
Miller
Brett
Detecti‘e
recei‘ed the award for Post I
DelleCth e of the Near for his
work during 2012. Detecti‘e
Miller logged over 2000 hours
during the year insestigating
numerous major crimes as well
assistint:.! ith other insestias
glasses at a slide show of the
Miller sok ed two robgallons.
prosecutor's hour-long opening
asset
statement. watching on a laptop bery cases and was a great
involved
Trooper
two
during
computer at the defense table.
investigations. Miller
The slide show also was project- shooting
investigated several of
41tot*-..
the
in
ed on three larger screens
Against
. t IF'Crimes
""1n271'1 ne
courtroom, which- had seats for
Children- also known as ICAC
only about 50 people.
complaints. Miller is a native of
Coombs did not address
Rapid City. South Dakota. and a
whether bin Laden ever saw any.
se% en year %eteran of the
of the material. The soldier has Kentucky State Police.
said he did not believe the inforMiller is a 1994 graduate of
mation would harm the U.S.
Calloway County High School
The defense attorney said
Manning struggled privately'
with gender identity early in his
tour of duty, when gays couldn't
openly serve in the military.
From Front
"His struggles led him to feel
that he needed to do something respected by his peers as well as
to make a difference in this the political community and citworld." Coombs said."He needizens within the Commonwealth
ed to do something to help
of Kentucky ." Wilson said.
improve what he was seeing."
"Even though this is technicalLater in the day. the court also
heard from two Army investiga- ly an 'off-year in the Kentucky
tors and Manning's roommate in
Iraq. who testified the soldier
was online whenever he was in
their quarters.
Manning chose to have his
court-martial heard by a judge
instead of a jury. It is expected
to run all summer. Much of the
evidence is classified, which
means large portions of the trial
are likely to be closed to
reporters and the public.

•WikiLeaks...
From Front

Photo provided
Detective Brett Miller. a 1994 graduate of Calloway County
High School (right), is show with Trooper Eric Fields after
they received their awards during the recent Kentucky State
Police awards ceremony in Frankfort. Miller was named Post
1 Detective of the Year.

id attended Murray State
t - nisersity. He is the son of
Da% id and Meredith Miller of
Murray.
Trooper Eric Fields was
awarded Post 1 "frooper of the
Year for his work during 2012.
During 2012. Trooper Fields
issued 1,156 citations. He
arrested 48 individuals for driving under the influence. investigated 24 motor vehicle collisions. responded to 254 complaints. investigated 35 criminal
cases, and made 215 criminal
arrests. A native of Paducah.
Trooper Fields is a five year veteran of the Kentucky State
Police. He is assigned to
Livingston County.
Fields is a 1992 graduate of
Reidland High School and a
1992 graduate of Embry Riddle
University,
Aeronautical
Daytona Beach, FL. He is the
son of Reginald and Carol
Fields. of Paducah.

Events Schedule
June 6- 4-H Shotgun Shoot.6
p.m., Jackson Purchase Gun
Club
June 7 - Swine Show, 4-H
Youth Lamb and Breeding
Sheep Show. Open Youth Goat
Show, in succession from 9:3011:30 a.m.. Market/Show Barn
June 8 - 4-H, FFA and Open
Beef Cattle Shows beginning at
9 a.m., 4-H and FFA Dairy

•Trailer found in Virginia...

•Fancy Farm...
political arena, we expect a high
level of interest from our invited
elected officials. We also anticipate several potential candidates
at this year's Fancy Farm Picnic
pressing the flesh and meeting
the people on the first Saturday
of August," he added.

ment agencies. whether they're
large or small.and that. has to be
Office between 6:15-6:30 p.m. a comfort to society to know
Monday, reporting that its that, in the event they have
deputies had found the trailer something stolen. Anybody in
and its accompanying payload the United States can get
in Courtland in the southeast involved in helping with the
corner of the state. The trailer effort to get those things back."
was reported stolen by the Baird said."Upon receiving the
Rudolph Freight company of report of the trailer, our disCalloway County sometime patchers were able to put out an
around May 22.
attempt-to-locate message that
Sheriff Bill Marcum said it is automatically goes into a comnot known exactly where the puter and goes nationwide. We
theft occurred and it very well also put this message on our
may have happened outside of Facebook page and contacted
Calloway County. He said his several other agencies where we
Office was given first notifica- thought the trailer might be
tion of the theft because it headed.Marcum said these types of
resides in the same county as the
thefts are quite common. He
business reporting the crime.
Baird said Monday's recovery investigated many such crimes
was made possible by a data- during 13 years as a vehicle
base that allows cases such as enforcement officer. He said the
investigation is continuing and
this to be circulated nationally.
"This goes for all law enforce- leads continue to be pursued.

From Front

Please support the...

+

American
Red Cross

Every Donation Brings Hope

"Serving God in a Foreign Land"
Lessons from the Book of Daniel

Coldwater Church of Christ
June 8,2013•9 a.m.- 2 p.m.

Dr. Cope completed her Doctor of Audiology degree
at the University of Louisville. She is originally from
Western Kentucky and is a graduate of Webster
County High School. Patients have come to know
her as an audiology extern with
Dr. Milliano since July 2012. Dr. Cope looks forward
to the opportunity to meet you and provide for
your hearing care needs for years to come.
Please join us in officially congratulating and
welcoming Dr. Cope to Audiology &
Hearing Center!

Audiology
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Call today for a 75-day risk-free trial! 888.457.7158

SPEAKERS: John Mays, Brad McNutt. Luke Puckett
& Chris Buford
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Whitney Cope, Au.D.
Doctor ofAudiology

Vacation Bible School

Show weigh-in starting at 10:30
am:, 4-H Exhibits entered and
judged from 1:30-4 p.m.. Ugly
Lamp Contest from 1-2:30
p.m.. Dusty Spurs 4-H Horse
Show to start at 6 p.m.. Special
Angels Pageant begins at 6 p.m.
with a $5 admission, all events
at Market/Show Barn, Fair
Meeting/Exhibit Facility and
Main Arena
June 10 - Fair Queen Beauty
Pageant starts at 7 p.m. with
contestant check-in at 5 p.m.
and interviews at 6 p.m., A.F.
"Skeet" Meyers Horse Show at
7 p.m.
June I I - A.F. "Skeet"
Meyers Horse Show at 7 p.m..
and
Family
Agronomy.
Consumer Exhibits entered and
judged by 4 p.m.
June 12- Family Night. ATV
Barrel Races set for 7 p.m. start
June 13 - Mini Outlaw Lawn
& Garden Tractor Pull to begin
at 7 p.m. in the Main Arena, 4H Skill-A-Thons start at 6 p.m.
June 14 - Demolition Derby
set for 7:30 p.m.. 4-H Poultry
Show held at 10 a.m.. 4-H
Cupcake Wars to start at 6 p.m.,
Country Ham Speaking Contest
begins at 7 p.m.
June 15 - SupercrossfRace
show begins at 6 p.m..
Agronomy. 4-H, Family and
Consumer Science Exhibits
open to the public from 9-11
a.m., 4-H Echo Archery, Rifle
and Pistol opens registration at
9:30 a.m., 4,--H Dog Obedience
Trails starts at 7 p.m., 4-H
Youth Pet Show begins at 6:30
p.m., 4-H Dog Agility contest
begins at 7 p.m.
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Buddy Baxter

Obituaries
Hilda lane On Miller
Hilda Jane Orr Miller. 55.of Hazel.died Monday.June 3.201 3. at
Spring Creek Health Care.
Born June 7. 1927. in Jones's Mill. Tenn., she was a member of
the Salem Baptist Church in Lynn Grove.
She was preceded in death by her first husband. Milford Orr: second husband, Joe Miller: and her parents. George and Bertie Morris
Jenkins.
Mrs. Miller is sunk ed by a son. Terry Lee Orr and wile. Mary'
Ann, of Hazel; a brother. Morris Jenkins and wife. Gloria. of
Puryear: two granddaughters. Lee Ann Orr and Erin Orr, both of
Hazel; three nephews: and seseral cousins.
Funeral services will be held at II a.m. on Thursday.June 6.2013.
at the Hazel Chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Burial will follow in the Oak Grose Cemetery. John Sheppard will officiate.
Visitation svill be held after Spin, on Wednesday. J.Une_5,. at the
funeral home.
Online condolences may he made at www.imesmiller.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Dennis Warren Miller
Funeral sets lies for Wilms Warren Miller. 85. of Murray. Ky..
were held on Tuesday. June 4. 2013. at 2 p.m. at Imes-Miller
Funeral Home. ss th Da% id I .ittle officiating. Burial followed in
Brooks
Cemtery.
Chapel
Visitation was held from 5-8 p.m.
on Monday. June 3. 2013, at linesMiller Funeral Home.
Mr. Miller died Saturday. June I ,
2013. at his home.
He was preceded in death by his
w lie. Rosie Lee Miller; one son.
Darrell Rey Miller: and his parents.
Warner Howard Miller and Maude
Dennis and Rosie Lee Miller Miller.
He is survised by one son. Dennis
W. Miller and ss il I uda. of Austin. Texas; two daughters. Peggy
Lipscomb.of West irginia. and Denise Tate and husband. Mark.of
Glen Hl n. Ill.: eight grandchildren. William Lipscomb. Robert
Lipscomb. Jason Lipscomb. Warner Miller. Kevin Miller. Misha
Miller. Luba Miller and Emily Tate: and ses en great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are being handled by Imes Miller Funeral Home.

MARKET REPORT

STOCK
"
4

Prices a.. of(-low 01
on one 4.21113

Investments Since 1854
Doss Jones Ind. ksg. __15.177.54 - 76.49
95.39 +1162
kir Products
kook
449.46 • 1.25
-35.62 + 0.60
AT&T.Inc
14A15 - 0.13
NUT
• 9.19
13.4%
America
Bank of
.22.01 - 9.03
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb
46.83 • 011
Caterpillar
.85.91+ 0.33
('hesron Tekaco Corp -.122.96 • 1.13
Yahoo....
/6.25 - 0.14
10.49
+ 0.12
Dean Foods
90.79. 0.67
Exxon-1101AI_
Ford Motor Co.
General Electric
(arm Smith Kline

_....15.87 • 0.11
.23.66 + 0.02
......51.59 .0.38
Amazon.
-.265.70 • 1.21
Goodyear Twe & Rubber _.15.10 - 0.19

HopFed Banc*
10.95 + 10.95
1BM
-.206.19 + 2.76
15_19 + 0.16
Intel
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Kroger
Mattel
.44.81 • 0.14
11cDonalds
98.56 + 0.41
Merck
49.80 + 0.99
Microsoft
15 00 - 0.58
17.96 + 0.20
J.C. Penney
Pep%ico. Inc
.81.63 + 013
Pfizer. Inc
17.66 .0.09
Regions Financial
.8.98 - 0.14
Sears Holding Corp
...... - 1.21
Time Warner ..._...-.......-58-14 - 0.26
I'S Bancorp
1;16 • 0.01
WellPoint. Inc--...............77.44 .0,06
Wal-Alart
75.94 + 0.25

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants(L-RI:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott

Buddy Baxter. 44. of Murray, Ky.. died Thursday. May 30. 2013,
at his home.
Mr. Baxter was born Nov.- -M. 1968, in foil Worth.-- Texas. He
graduated with an MSC in environmental health and safety management. He worked with In Excelis as an OSHA inspector and was
an Army veteran.
He is survived by his wife, Michelle Baxter. of Murray; mother,
Linda Bennett Baxter Casper. of Lonoke. Ark.; stepdaughter,
Charline Miller, of Savannah. Ga.: stepson. Christopher Miller. of
Murray; and two sisters, Danita Lynn Carnett and husband, Jeffery.
of Lonoke. Ark., and Dixie Montague and husband. Matt. of
Batesville. Ark.
Arrangements are incomplete at this time. J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Duane Adams
Funeral services for Perry Duane Adams.61.of Kirksey. Ky., v.ill
be held Wednesday. June 5, 2013, at 11 a.m. at Hardin Baptist
Church, with the Rev. Ricky Cunningham officiating. Burial will
follow in the Antioch Church Cemetery. Visitation was held from 48 p.m. Tuesday. June 4.2013. at Blalock-Coleman
& York Funeral Home and will be held after 8 a.m.
Wednesday. June 5. at Hardin Baptist Church.
Mr. Adams died Friday. May 31. 2013. at 12:06
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was born Nov. 28, 1951. in Murray to the late
Ken and Carolyn Harrison Adams.
He was a member of the Hardin Baptist Church.
He was employed at Vanderbilt Chemical
Company and was a member of The Oil, Atomic
and Chemical Union. He attended Union
Adams
University in Jackson, Tenn.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by a son.
Joshua Adams. and a brother. Kenny Adams.
He is survived by his wife, Kathy Lockhart Adams. to whom he
was married Aug. 30. 1990; daughter. Ali Adam.of Murray: three
sons,Jason Adams.of Murray. Ryan Domescik and wife, Ashley,of
Clarksville. Tenn.. and Alex Adams. of Murray; one sister. Donna
Matthews and husband. Greg. of Cadiz: two brothers. Mac Adams
and wife. Rita. of Harrisburg. NE.. and Alan Adams and wife.
Susan. of Manchester. Tenn.; three grandchildren. Julian Adams.
Jadyn Adams and Khloe Domescik: brother-in-law, Larry Lockhart
and wife,.Myra. of Houston. Texas: and aunt. Lillie Johnson and
husband. Bobby. of Springfield. Tenn.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: Hardin Baptist Church
Brazil Mission Fund. c/o Hardin Baptist iNurch. P.O. Box 35.
Hardin, KY 42048.
Online condolences may be made at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Arrangements are being handled by Blalock-Coleman & York
Funeral Home.

Anna Pannell
Anna Pannell, 78. of Murray died on Tuesday. June 4.2013 at her
home.
She was born on May 30.1935,and worked as a nurse and realtor
in Memphis. Tenn. She was a member of Our Lady of Sorrows in
Memphis.
She is preceded in death by her parents. Samuel and Anna Lee
Coleman,and a granddaughter. Melissa Criner.
She is survived y a son. William Pannell and wife Teresa of
Memphis. Tenn.: a daughter, Linda Canady. of Murray: a granddaughter. Amanda Rivas and husband Jason McClure of Murray:
and two great-granddaughters. Lindsey and Melissa Rivas.
A graveside service will be conducted at Murray City Cemetery
on Friday. June 7, 2013 at l:()0 P.M. Rev. Jason McClure will he
officiating.
Condolences are available online at imesmillercom.
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JOHN WRIGHT' Ledger 8. Times
DISTINGUISHED BACKDROP: Members of the Town &
Gown Community Band perform Tuesday With Murray State
University's Lovett Auditorium in the background.

Businesses urged to verify book ad calls
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Repons of a possible "community guide- scam in the area have
Murray' and Calloway County
businesses at an increased state
of alert.
The reports began surfacing
Tuesday. particularly in regards
to the Marshall County •FribuneCourier newspaper whose general manager told a Paducah television station that she placed a
warning in that day's edition that
businesses in that community
needed to be on guard. The
Tribune-Courier publishes a
community guide annually and
general manager Venni' Fritz told
WPSD-TV that it appears that
the people behind this other
protluct, which may or may not
he legitimate. seemed to use the
County
Marshall
actual
Community Guide as their base
for contacting potential ad customers.
Such legitimate publications
are products of local tourism and
chamber of commerce office,
Lisa Satterwhite, assistant director of the Murray-('allossay
County. Chamber of Commerce.

said Tuesday that she has yet to
receive any inquiries about this,
one of many such enterprises that
are reported each year at about
this time throughout western
Kentucky.
"Our official Chamber guide is
being printed now so obviously.
we don't know who this other
group is and certainly don't
endorse anything timcerning this
book.other 'community
Satterwhite said, asking anyone
who feels they have been
approached by this group to call
her office at 753-5171.
Alice Rouse., publisher of The
Ledger &'limes,said this should
cause concern in the community
as it conies at a time when not
only the local Chamber book is
being printed. it also comes as
final work on the first of two 'In
Our Backyard' magazines the
MLF offers each year.
"Anytime someone comes into
a community and takes mime)
away, from that community. that
affects the community.- Rouse
need to know where
said.
your money is going so if some-one approaches you or calls you.
please make sure they are selling
a legitimate product."
YOU

Murray man faces Graves charges
Staff Report
The Gras es County Sheriff's
Department say s that it arrested
a Calloway County man
Monday after an investigation
into two separate burglaries,
West Kentucky Star reports
that William Gore. 19, of
Murray was arrested for
allegedly burglarizing a home
on Gore Road in the Fancy
Farm community of Graves
County.as well as another home
on Ky. 348 near Symsonia.
The sheriff's office reported
several firearms were taken
from both houses, adding that
deputies determined from their
investigation Gore was familiar

NA ith both homes.
One of the firearms invoked
Was allegedly traded to a local
resident for a three-wheeler.
Other fireanns were allegedly'
taken to area pawn shops and
sold. Those firearms have since
been recovered, the sheriff's
department said.
Graves deputies said they also
believe Gore allegedly sold
other firearms. The department
is asking for anyone vs ho pmchased a firearm from him to
call Deputy Jason Harpole or
Deputy David Harrison at 2474501.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.
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The Calloway County Public library
and Creative Canvas are proud to
present...

JUNE ART
EVENTS
Tuesday, June 11 • 1:00-3:30 p.m.
Adults Only
at Creative Canvas Studio

STAFF VVRITE311 / PHOTOGRAPHER
The Murray Ledger & Times, a 7.500-circulation,
Monday through Saturday daily newspaper in Murray.
Ky., is currently accepting applications for our files for
the position of Staff Writer / Photographer. This person's
responsibilities include covering meetings, breaking
news, writing feature stories, taking photographs.
assisting with layout, uploading items to the web and
other basic news reporter duties. A working knowledge
of Quark XPress and Adobe Photoshop is a plus.
Proficiency with a 35mm camera also helpful. Work
schedule includes nights and weekends. A bachelor's
degree in journalism or communications is preferred..
Send resume and clippings to: Greg Travis, editor, The
Murray Ledger & Times, 1001 Whitnell St., Murray, KY
42071; or e-mail: editor@murrayledger.com.
IA

Adults will erloy a greQt afternocin as Creative Canvac artist and
owner, Seaver, guides each of them through a painting project.
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1001 Whitnell Ave . Murray. KY 42071
Olice Hours 8 a m to 5 p m Monday Friday

Father of congressman Whitfield dies
HOPKINSVILLE. Ky.(Al') - U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield's office has
announced that Whitfield's father. Edward 0. Whitfield. died
Tuesday. He was 88.
The website for the Hughart & Beard Funeral Home in
Hopkinsville says he died at 2:54 p.m. Tuesday at Gateway Medical
Center in Clarksville. Tenn. Congressman Whitfield had flown from
Washington Sunday to be with his father.
The elder Whitfield was employed in the railroad industry for 44
years. Other survivors include his wife, Mary (Jennie) Cunningham.
and a sister. Juanema Whitfield Corum.
Funeral services were planned for Friday in Hopkinsville.

"
Alive.., because
of organ donation!"

Tuesday, June 18 • 1:00-3:30 p.m.
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hen) is free of harge hut Pre-Registration is required. Spares
are limited and filled on a first-«ime, first-served basis.

For more information or to register contact
Sands Linn at 7S:3-2288 or
sands.linno,callowaycountylihrars'.org
CALLOWAY COUNTY
PUBLIC LIBRARY
10 Mdiri S:re.e.
Murray, KY 4207'

270-753-2288
o o.callayeouritylibrary
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Display your car, truck,
SUV, boat or motorcycle
in a high-traffic location
for only $1 per day.
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Library, Creative Canvas
to hold June art events
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Water district to meet
The Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will
hold a monthly meeting Thursday, June 6, at 7
p.m. The meeting will be held at the water
office, located at 351 Alrno Road.

Knit-wits will meet
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The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday
at 1 p.m. in the Community Room of the
Calloway County Public Library. Knitters of all
levels are welcome. For more information call
Dot at 753-4803.

Garden Department to meet

The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will hold its Thursday.June 6. meeting at 10:30 a.m.
at the home of Dee Morgan. 1806 Concord Dr. in Southwest Villa,
Murray. Dee will host a luncheon for all Garden Department members and their guests. Members will have an opportunity to voice
ideas for speakers and programs for the next year. All members are
encouraged to attend.

The Lap Band Support Group will meet Thursday. June • 6. from
1 1 :30a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Bariatric Solutions office and from
5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness. For more
information. contact Bariatric Solutions at (270)762-1547.

Sleeve gastrectomy support group to meet
.111e Sleeve Gastrectomy Support.Group will meet Thursday. June
6. from 5:30-6:30 p.m. at the Center for Health and Wellness and
Tuesday. June II. from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. at the Bariatric
Solutions office. For more information contact Bariatric Solutions
at 1270) 762-1547.

Love and Beasley

rhe Southwest( allowas Elementary. School Site-Based Decision
Making ISBI)Mt council will hold their June meeting Wednesday.
June 5. at 9 a.m. in the counselor's office. The public is invited to
attend.

Trade days to be held at park
The Murray-Callow .ty ('ounty. Park will host "Olde Thyme
Thursday Trade Days- every first and third Thursday of the month.
Vendors are invited to set up booths in from of the ball fields along
Arcadia Street in Central Park. The cost is $5 per booth. Setup and
)Iacement is on a first-come bas-is. Hours are from 7 a.m. to 1 p.m.
No trading. buying. selling or giving away of firearms or live animals. For more information call Linda Cherry at (270) 227-067K.
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Lap band support group to meet

Southwest SIMM to meet

The Boa)) Jones Memorial Singing will be held Friday. June 7.
at 7 p.m. at the Carroll County Civic Center in Huntington. Tenn.
Singers this year are The Gospel Edition. Joylanders, Masters Call.
Joan Gregory.The Thomas Family and Tim Williams. There will be
no admission hut donations will be accepted. For more information
call (7311 987-3203.

Dance to be Ifeld
'Be Just Breakin' Even Band will provide music for line dancing.
couples (lancing and rhythm dancing every Thursday night at the
Woodmen of the World Building. 330 CC Lowry Dr., in Murray.
Admission is ¶5. The public is invited to attend.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous. a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist ('hurch. 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For more
information call Marcia at 270) 247-7414 or Jim at (270) 6238850.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' l .nammous, a faith-based addictions program. meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

Fun ride set for Thursdays
GearLp Cycles. 104 N. 15th St.. Murray, will hold a 90-minute
fun ride each Thursday around Murray and Calloway County
beginning at 5:-30 p.m. Participants will then meet up at Mugsy's
restaurant, Murray. for a post-ride hangout. The public is invited.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to
Mac Coleman. 296 Buchanan Ln., New Concord, KY 42076.

Bazzell Cemetery donations needed
The fitizzell Cemetery. located on Bazzell Cemetery Road just
southwest of Coldwater. is in need of donations to help with the
upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Willis Sanders. 8224 St.
Rt. 121 N., Murray. KY 42071 or by calling 489-2212.

Good Life to travel to NYC
The Murray Bank Good Life will be traveling to New York City
Nov. 14-18. The group will see the R(x:kettes perform in Radio City
Music Hall. attend a Broadway show,go to a private breakfast and
fashion showing at Macy's.and participate in sightseeing, shopping
and more. Limited seating is still available. For more information
or to sign up contact bsykes(a,themurraybank.com or call 767-3338.

email: commvaitynewsOmmerayledger.cem

Craig and Chris Fortenbery and Mark Love. of Murray. announce
the engagement and upcoming marriage of their daughter.
Alexandra (Ali) Brianne Love to Steffin Alan Beasley. son of Key in
and Jeni Beasley. of Paducah.
Miss Low is the granddaughter of Don antfLuann Fortenbery. of
Lew istow n • Mont Dave and Lynda Shephard of Sedona. Ariz..
Franklin and Charlotte Futrell, of Benton.and Brigitte Love and the
late Abe Love,of Hopkins% ille.
Mr. Beasley is the grandson of the late Bill Beasley and the late
Louise Beasley. of Murphy shorn. III., and Judy Shoulders and the
late Jim Shoulders Jr., of Paducah.
The bride-elect is a 2010 graduate of Calloway County High
School. She is currently attending Murray State University's School
of Nursing.
The groom-elect is a 2006 graduate of Reidland High School. He
received a B.S. in communication disorders from Murray State
University in 2010 and an M.S. in speech and language pathology
from Murray State University in 2012. He is employed as a speech
' and language pathologist at Reliant Rehabilitation in Paducah.
The wedding will take place at 4 p.m. on Saturday. July 13.2013.
at Hardin Baptist Church in Hardin. All friends and family are invited to attend.

Ladies of the Oaks
Carolyn Greenfield. hostess of the Oaks Ladies Golf, announced
the Wednesday. May 29. winners as follows:
First place was Mary Houston, Carolyn Greenfield and Susan
Johnson. Second place was Ethelene Darnell. Patsy Neale and
Melva Hatcher, Third place was Rowena Sanders. Kitty Steele and
Patsy Woodall.
Golf will he played Wednesday. June 5. beginning at 9 a.m. Note
that the time is a half-hour earlier than previously announced. It is
not necessary' to sign up. Pairings will he made beftwe play.

Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Public
Library has collaborated with
Creative Canvas of Murray to
provide two special art events in
June.
The first event will, be for
adults and will be held Tuesday.
June II.from 1-3:30 p.m. at the
Creative
Canvas
Studio.
Creative Canvas artist and
owner Jill Seaver% will guide
participants through a painting
project.
The second will be a teen art
event, to be held Tuesday. June
18. from 1-3:30 p.m. at the
Creative Canvas Studio. Teens
and tweens ages 12-17 will have
the opportunity to complete
their own paintings and enjo%
refreshments.
"We are excited to work with
Jill to provide these events.
stated CCPL's Sandy Linn.
"Jill's enthusiam for helping
others create their own artwork
is incredible, and she makes
even the most timid participant
feel confident about creating
and completing their projects...
Both events are free of charge
but pre-registration is required.
Spaces are limited and are filled
on a first-come. first-served

basis. For more information or
to register contact Sandy Linn at
753-2288 or sandylinntacallowaycotintylibrary org
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Communify
Deadlines
Wedding. engagement and
anniversary forms are available
on our website and run on
Wednesdays and Thursdays. for
a charge of $6 per picture. Births
run anytime for a charge of $6
with a picture. Email addresses
provided will receive a proof.
The deadline for datebook items
is 10 a.m. the day before an item
needs to nm 1 for Monday. the
deadline is Friday by 10 a.m.)
There is no charge for datehook
items or church events.
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305 South 1215 Murray KY • 753-7441
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Insurance Rates
Too High?
(JIVE US A CAI.I TODAY!
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Coee Rayne
Riley

INSURANCF

David Ramey
MURRAY

Grant Riley and Jessica Dunn
Riley. of Benton. are the parents
of a daughter. Coee Rayne
Riley. horn Monday. May 6.
2013, at 5:39 p.m. at Murray Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds.
14 ounces and measured 19 112
inches. A sister is Willow Marie
Riley
Grandparents are Daryl and
Sheila Dunn and Dean and
Christine Riley. all of Benton.
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Book Signing 9
GALATIANS 5:22-23

LIMINA1. ZONES

Kim Trevathan

Join us for VBS at
Hardin Baptist Church!

"Liminal Zones,
Where Lakes End and
Rivers Begin"

June 9th - 13th 2013

Fri., June 7th

Sunday: VBS from 3:30-5:30 pm,
Carnival at 5:30 pm
Monday-Thursday: 6 pm-8:30 pm

11 :00

to 3:00pm

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
201 Curros Center • Murray, KY 42071
(270) 809-4388

(for ages 3 yrs. - 5th grade)

*Supper provided each night*

Hardin Baptist Church is located at
6867 US Hwy. 641 N., Hardin

You're Only a Few
Miles From Fabulous.
urniture Gallery
yr

12
months

Furniture

111
a.h
IN 0 A C

Gallery

13395 Hwy.641 N.• 731-498-8161
Just North of Puryear,Tn • hut South at Hazel. K1'
8:30 a. 510
AEI 05'7.4
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IRS workshop for non-profits to be held
MS exempt
Special to the Ledger
Expend
The Internal Re%enue Serv ice organizations specialists lead
--leads-tt-workshop for tax-exempt the workshop,-designed for staff
organizations Tuesday. June 25. or volunteers of small or medifrom 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the um-sized tax-exempt organizaBaptist Health Paducah Heart tions who are responsible for tax
Center Auditorium.
cbmpliance, or for professionals

...nniuersary

The COSI is 1)40 for Kentucky seeking a refresher. Topics
include Form 990 series filing Nonprofit Network Meinbers,or
requirements.unrelated busi— $50 for potential members. To
ness income, charitable gaming. register. visit hups://kynonprof Baptist
employment issues, recordkeep- its.org/e vents/451 .
ing tips and a question-and- Health Paducah is located at
answer session.
2501 Kentucky Ave.
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Swann selected for Governor's School for the Arts
Special to the Ledger
This summer. The Kentucky
Center will host over two hundred eager young artists from
• every
of
the
region
as
Commonwealth
The
Kentucky Center Governor's
School for the Arts(GSA)takes

Lexington's
at
place
Transylvania University from
June 23 to July 13.
During their three-week stay,
223 student artists from 48
counties will be immersed in a
rigorous schedule of daily seminars, masterclasses. lectures,
hands-on workshops and field

$25
cal

Prize
— Dmr
Weekly!
Home Decor • Wreaths • Furniture • Metal
woad.)

25% Off Everything!
Luau Summer Sale Coming June 14 & 15
Hours:Thurs.. Fri., Sat. & Mon. 10:00m4-500Pri'
Sun.'1•00ps, 4:00rm

Southside Shopping Center
615 South 12th St., Suite F & G

trips to regional arts attractions. County is Allie Swann, of
High
Instruction will be offered in Murray
School
nine disciplines, including (Instrumental Music).
GSA is a public/private partarchitecture, creative writing,
dance, drama, instrumental nership inaugurated in 1987 by
music, musical theatre, new The Kentucky Center. the
media, visual art and vocal Commonwealth of Kentucky
music.
and numerous private supportSince 1987. more than 4,700 ers. Today. the vital funding
talented high school sopho- required to make GSA a reality
mores and juniors have attended is provided by the state through
the GSA summer program. The the leadership of the Governor's
program will culminate on July Office and the Kentucky
13 with an all-day festival that Tourism, Arts and Heritage
celebrates the achievements of Cabinet, as well as The
Kentucky's young artists. Kentucky Center Endowment
Toyota
Additionally, twenty-three col- Fund;
Motor
leges and universities currently Manufacturing and more than
offer scholarships to alumni of NM) corporations. parents, educators, alumni and friends of
GSA.
Participating from Calloway GSA.
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Mr.and Mrs. Don Murdock
Don and Linda Murdock will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary Sunday.June 9,2013, with a reception from 2-4 p.m. at
Northside Baptist Church Fellowship Hall. All friends and relatives
are invited to attend. The couple requests no gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Murdock were married June 8. 1963. at Golden
Pond. Ky.. by Dr. Allen. They have five children, nine grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren.
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FSA accepting county
committee nominations
Special to the Ledger

*DISCONTINUED • ONE OF A KIND *FACTORY CLOSE OUTS ,
*SCRATCHED & DENTED ITEMS WILL BE OFFERED AT
•
PRICES YO(I WON'T WANT TO MISS!!!
,

Murray Let

Local Farm Service Agency (FSA)county committee nomination
begins Friday. June 17. To be eligible to serve on an FSA county
committee, a person must participate or cooperate in a program
administered by the FSA, be eligible to vote in a county committee
election and reside in the local administrative area in which the person is a candidate.
While FSA county committees do not approve or deny farm operating loans, they make decisions on disaster and conservation programs, emergency programs, commodity price support loan programs and other agricultural issues. Members serve three-year
terms. Committees consist of 3-11 members who are elected by eligible producers.
Farmers and ranchers may nominate themselves or others, and
organizations representing minorities and women may also nominate candidates. To become a candidate, an eligible individual must
sign the nomination form. FSA-669A. The form and other information about FSA county committee elections are available at
http://wwwlsa.usda.govielections. Nomination forms for the 2013
election must be postmarked or received in the local USDA Service
Center by close of business on Aug. I. 2013. Elections will take
place this fall.
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Beauty pageant to be held
. OTTOMANS

CHESTS

Various
Fabrics
and Sizes

Four
Drawer

Rocker
Recliners

Five
Drawer

Special to the Ledger
BONNIEVILLE. Ky. — Stars & Stripes Beauty Pageant. an official Kentucky State Preliminary qualifier, will be held Saturday.
June 29, beginning at 5 p.m. at Bonnieville Elementary School.
7874 N. Dixie Hwy.. Bonnieville.
Registration will begin at 4 p.m. Ages include girls. 0-21 years
and boys. 0-23 months. The pageant fee is $30 for beauty only or
$40 for package with three side awards.
For more information visit www.kentuckypageants.com or contact Janet Clauson at (270) 531-2144 or Tammi Brown at (270)
531-7007.
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Mon.,June 10 — Fair Queen Beauty Pageant.
A.F."Skeet- Myer Horse Show
7 p.m.
Special Appearance by the KY State Fair Bears

BAR STOOLS
Wood Or
Metal

Tues.,June 11

—
A.F."Skeet" Myer Horse Show & Carnival
7 p.m.
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Footboard and Flails
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Wed.,June 12 — Family Night
New: ATV Harrell Races - 7 p.m.
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Thurs.,June 13 -- Mini Outlaw Lawn & Garden

Reclining
Sofas

STORE HOURS:
•MONDAYFRIDAY:
9:00-6:00

•SATUR DAY.
9:00-5:00
'SUNDAY:
CLOSED

END TABLES
Odd
End Tables

Tractor Pull - 7 p.m.

Sofas

299

fir
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I.

Fri., June 14 —

4.
Demolition Derby - 7:30 p.m. t.

Sat., June 15 — Supercross Motorcycle Race 6 p.m.

Visit mccfair.com for event details

Your 3 112 Acre 'SUPER STORE'

• 12 MONTHS

CIA

INTEREST FREE
•NO MONEY DOWN
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Sooners
take home
second
national
title
JEFF LATME
AP Sports Writer
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OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
Keilani Ricketts homered and
drove in four runs, Michelle
Gascoigne pitched a three-hit
and
top-seeded
shutout
Oklahoma won the NCAA softball championship by beating
Tennessee 4-0 on Tuesday night
in Game 2 of the Women's
College World Series finals.
Ricketts.the national player of
the year. drove a 2-1 pitch from
Ivy Renfroe (22-5) halfway up
the right-field bleachers for a
three-run home run in the third
inning and tacked on an RBI
groundout in the seventh.
Ricketts got the night off in the
circle after throwing a career-high
12 innings in Game I and moving
to 35-1 on the season,but that just
put the other half of her wellrounded game on display. She hit
her 15th home run of the season
and pushed her RBI total to 60.
No. 7 seed Tennessee (52-12)
managed just three singles
against Gascoigne (19-3), who
struck out 12 and didn't walk anyone.
Ricketts, who was the designated player, was the first one
charging out of the dugout when
Gascoigne struck out pinch-hitter
Lexi Overstreet looking to wrap
up the Sooners' second national
championship. Oklahoma (57-4)
also won it all in 2000 and was
the runner-up to Alabama last
season.
The Sooners were a dominant
force all season long,carrying the
No. 1 ranking from the first week
of the regular season and leading
the nation in both scoring and
•See SOFTBALL 8A
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Racer basketball gearing up for camp
By RICKY MARTIN
Sports Editor

program
The parents.
are
they
Planning out a successful excited just
basketball camp is always diffi- as much as
cult.
the kids ate.
One thing the Murray State
"We want
Racer basketball staff has easy, the numbers
however, is getting a high vol- to be relaume of campers through the tively high.
KANE
doors of the CFSB Center dur- but
more
ing the summer months.
than anything we just want the
That, in large part, is due to kids to have a great time. We
the recent success of the pro- want them to be able to interact
gram
with our guys and enjoy their
"The numbers are really time while they are here."
easy," Racer assistant coach
The Racers will hold a miniJames Kane said. "The fans camp from June 10-13.for ages
here in the community, they do 5-7. which will be followed by
a great job of supporting the a team camp from June 14-15.

The first youth camp. for a %cry young age," he said.
ages 7-17. is set for June 17-20. "Whether it's individual work.
while the second youth camp. learn work, we just want to proheld for ages 7 through entering vide a service to the communi7th grade. is July 29 through ty. Day in and day out we just
want to bring excitement for the
Aug. I.
Campers will have an oppor- fans and we want to bring
tunity to learn drills and refine excitement to the camp and just
their skills during their visit, but learn from it."
most importantly will interact
Kane said the camps usually
with the players and coaches of bring in one or two "guest
one of the most successful bas- appearances" and said the curketball programs in the country. rent Racers do their.best to proAnd while campers and the vide a fun and nurturing atmosfamilies can expect plenty of phere for the campers.
"Our guys. usually they have
fun. Kane says the cdaches may
enjoy the nuances 'even more tricks up their sleeves and provide entertainment for our
sometimes.
"It give us an opportunity as campers." he said. "Every
coaches to have fun, to teach at camp. every summer (a former

MLB: DIAMONDBACKS 7, CARDINALS 6

Cards fall in extra innings

PAuffay State Basketbal
Sumner Camps
June 10-13 Mni Camp ages 5-7
June 14-15 - Team Camp
Juno 17-10 - Youth Camp No 1 ages 717
July 29-Aug. 1 - Youth Camp No 2
ages 7 through entering 7th grade

Racer) comes back and surprises the camp. So we are just
excited to get it kicked off next
week and do some contests and
some prizes and just go from
there."
For more information on any
of the four camps visit goracers.com or contact the Murray
State basketball office at 270809-6804.

COLLEGE
FOOTBALL

Ex-Auburn

STEVE OVERBEY
Associated Press

player

ST. LOUIS (AP) — Paul
Goldschmidt hit' a run-scoring
single in the 14th inning to lift
the Arizona Diamondbacks to a
7-6 win over the St. Louis
Cardinals on Tuesday night.
Arizona. which improved to
7-2 in extra innings, has won
three of four. St. Louis (38-20),
which still has the best record in
the majors. has lost all four of
its extra-inning games this season.
Ai. Pollock hit a three-run
homer for Arizona, and Willie
Bloomquist had four hits in the
4-hour, 53-minute game. Josh
Collmenter(2-0) earned the win
with four innings of scoreless
relief. Heath Bell recorded his
10th save in 12 opportunities.
Allen Craig and Shane
Robinson homered for St.
Louis. which fell to 4-3 on its
nine-game homestand.
in
drove
Goldschmidt
Gerardo Parra with a one-out,
line-drive single up the middle
off Victor Marie (0- I ). who
walked two batters before the
winning hit.
Arizona is 10-2 in its last 12
road games against NL Central
opponents.
Bell gave up a leadoff double
to Yadier Molina in the 14th
before retiring the next three
hitters.
The Cardinals rallied from 41 and 6-3 deficits and tied the
game in the seventh on a runscoring single by Carlos
Beltran.

indicted in
point-shaving
scheme

JEFF ROBE RSON / AP Photo

St. Louis Cardinals Ty Wigginton, right, scores on a single by Carlos Beltran as Arizona
Diamondbacks catcher Miguel Montero handles the throw during the seventh inning of
Tuesday night's extra inning game in St. Louis.
Pollock's three-run homer
staked the Diamondbacks to a
4-1 lead in the fourth.
St. Louis infielder David
Freese had a career-high four
hits and extended his careerbest hitting streak to 14 games
with a single in the sixth. He
added singles in the eighth. 10th
and 12th,
Pollock drilled a 2-0 pitch
into the first rOw of the left-field
bleachers off St. Louis rookie

starter, Michael Wacha, who
gave up six runs in7 4 2-3
innings. Pollack has hit safely in
eight of nine games.
St. Louis cut the deficit to 43 on Craig's fourth homer of the
season.
Arizona answered with two
runs in the fifth to stretch its
lead to 6-4. Goldschmidt doubled in Didi Gregorius. who
began the inning with a hit.
Jason Kubel followed with a

run-scoring single.
The Cardinals scored single
runs in the fifth and sixth to get
within 6-5.
St. Louis infielder Matt
Carpenter stretched his hitting
streak to a career-best 13 games
with a leadoff triple in the first.
Arizona left-hander Tyler
Skaggs gave up five runs in 5 23 innings. It was his second start
of the season and eighth of his
career.

MONTGOMERY,Ala.(AP)
— Former Auburn point guard
Varez Ward has been arrested
for allegedly trying to fix
games.
U.S. Attorney George Beck
said that Ward was arrested
Monday on counts of bribery
relating to a sports contest and
conspiracy for allegedly trying
to fix the point spread for the
Tigers' game against Arkansas
on Jan. 25, 2012.
A federal grand jury indictment last week of Ward was
unsealed Tuesday. The onepage document did not list
alleged co-conspirators but
said the scheme continued after
that game. Beck says Ward
offered to pay teammates to
participate in the point-shaving
scheme.
Ward came off the bench in
the 56-53 loss but crumpled to
the floor after playing only 19
seconds with an apparent leg
injury.
Auburn still covered the 9
1/2-point spread.
of

NBA FINALS

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Los Angeles Kings center Mike
Richards will miss Game 3 of
the Western Conference finals
with an apparent head injury.
Coach Darryl Sutter confirmed his leading scorer will
sit out his second straight game
Tuesday for the defending
Stanley Cup champions.
Richards received a big hit
from Chicago's Dave Bolland
late in Game 1, and didn't play
in Game 2 on Sunday despite
participating
warmups.

in

pre-game

Richards

hadn't

missed a game all season.
Richards has 10 points in the
playoffs. His absence is another
blow for the low -scoring Kings.
who are averaging fewer than
two goals per game in the playoffs.
s

Rookie Tyler Toffoli is likely

to replace Richards in the Los
Angeles lineup again, with Jeff
Carter moving from the wing to
Richards' spot at center.

lstra, Popovich making the rigid moves
said, in a rare moment of near-sheepishness, after his team beat Memphis and
won the West title for a fifth time. "I'm just
proud of the group the way they
really
MIAMI (AP) — Other than being
all year long to get there, and I'm
worked
widely known by just the first syllable of
we've been a team that's probably
that
sure
their surnames, the coaches who will
been written off like they've had their
match wits in these NBA Finals may seem
day."
like polar opposites.
Spoelstra took over for Riley five seaOf course, they would probably disago, has won nearly twice as many
sons
agree with that assertion.
as he's lost, and has endured a congames
Miami's Erik Spoelstra wears sharp
of distractions ever since the
circus
stant
suits and is a stats guy: San Antonio's
James and Chris Bosh to
acquired
Heat
Gregg Popovich often skips the tie and
Dwyane Wade in 2010.
alongside
play
would immeasurably prefer to answer
had anywhere near that
hasn't
Antonio
San
questions about wine than anything about
in a smaller market
being
scrutiny;
of
sort
himself. Both are intensely private. but
attention down.
of
level
the
keep
helps
even during an NBA Finals loaded with
even notice
doesn't
Spoelstra
now,
By
star power — the "Big Three" from
in the din
Even
noise."
"the
calls
he
what
Miami,the "Big Three" from San Antonio,
championship
Conference
Eastern
an
of
a four-time MVP in LeBron James,a fourLynne Sladky / AP Photo
celebration on Monday night — actually
time champion in Tim Duncan — the
Miami Heat owner Micky Arison, left, talks with head coach Erik during the trophy presentation ceremony
way.
coaches will share misery in one
Spoelstra. right, after the Heat defeated the Indiana Spurs during Game
— Spoelstra found his mind drifting away
To their chagrin.Spo and Pop will be in 7 in their NBA basketball Eastern Conference finals in Miami.
from the grind of facing the Indiana Pacers
the spotlight.
2007, and could join Phil Jackson as the and onto the next challenge, this duel with
"It's easier to talk about how they are of humility that I believe shows NBA
coaches to win championships in the Spurs for the NBA title.
only
possilight
positive
most
the
in
coaching
similar versus how they are dissimilar,"
decades.
different
three
"It's one of those few times in competble."
said ESPN analyst Jeff Van Gundy, a forfar, only Jackson. Red Auerbach, itive team sports you're not thinking about
So
third
the
for
finals
the
in
is
Spoelstra
mer NBA coach who is part of the broadstraight year and is looking for a second John Kundla and Pat Riley — Spoelstra's tomorrow, you're not thinking about the
cast team for the series that opens
consecutive championship. Popovich is mentor and boss in Miami — have five previous games, you're not thinking about
Thursday in Miami."They are both going
what possibly may happen, you're not
going for his fifth title, the last of the ones rings as a head coach.
to the Hall of Fame. They both have
"Maybe I don't show it the way I thinking about the reward All you're
in his collection coming over
currently
tremendous respect from the coaches they
James and the Cleveland Cavaliers in should, but it's pretty special," Popovich
•See NBA, RA
coach against, and they both have a level
TIM REYNOLDS
AP Basketball Writer
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III NBA...
From Page 7A
thinking about is the desperation
of that moment:"-Spoelstia said.
"That's a great place to live."
And then ...
"It probably hit me righl about
then, and it was the 'ohh' type
moment," Spoelstra Said. "We
have to get our act together in the
next 48 hours.... They are a great
organization. I think the two
organizations from afar have
always respected each other for
similar foundations and culture."
The coaches have items
designed to inspire players in
their respective locker rooms, a
famous quote about a stonecutter
for the Spurs, a replica of the
championship trophy with the
words "All In" emblazoned on it
for the Heat. Both believe in loyalty, proven by the fact neither
has changed work addresses in.
nearly two decades.
Maybe they're not so different

after all.
"Both sides have great coaches. A great coaching staff:" Wade
said. "They're going to get their
team prepared as well as they
can. Obviously San Antonio has
a system.. Obviously they have
certain players that's featured in
The system, that have been featured awhile, many years for
them. That's not a surprise.
"We're going to have to make
every . game.
adjustments
throughout the series."
There may be no coach in the
league with more open .disdain
for in-game interviews, the ones
taking place at the end of the first
and third quarters of nationally
televised games,than Popovich.
It's not personal. He'd simply
rather coach than talk.
"He says what he needs to say
and he gets out." Duncan said.
"So I guess I've learned that
much. ...I think it's hilarious. 1

think it's awesome. As I said, he's
direct. He says what he needs to
say and he gets out of there."
Popovich has proven that time
and again. In these playoffs
alone, some of his interview
highlights included calling half
seriously calling Duncan a pain
in the butt, talking about wanting
to trade Mann Ginobili over poor
shot selection, prefacing his
response to a question by warning a reporter he was about to
receive a trite answer, and offering this gem when asked for his
favorite part of the gameday
process.
"Dinner," Popovich said.
Spoelstra clearly embraces
banter with the media more,
though it's almost impossible to
get him to reveal much of his
innermost thinkings or workings.
He rarely has revealed any facet
of his personal life. And just this
week, when asked about how

After Ricketts provided the
lead. Gascoigne struck out the
side in order in the bottom of the
third to start a string of eight batters in a row retired. She retired
15 of the final 16 batters she
faced out. with Melissa Davin's
one-out single in the fifth as the
only interruption.
Kat Dotson and Madison
Shipman had the only other hits
for Tennessee.
Chamberlain, who gave
Oklahoma two of the three finalists for national player of the year,
tripled off the left-field wall to
open the seventh before scoring
on Ricketts' grounder to first.
Tennessee's Raven Chavanne,

the other player of the year finalist and a .455 hitter entering the
championship series, was hitless
for a second straight game. She
struck out in two of her.three atbats and finished the finals0 for 9
with six strikeouts.
A year earlier,the Sooners also
had taken a 3-0 lead in a game
that would have won them the
national championship. But in
that Game 3 time, rain started
falling and a series of Ricketts
wild pitches allowed Alabama
back in the game. The Crimson
Tide completed its comeback
after a rain delay, sending
Oklahoma into this season determined for a shot at redemption.

II Softball...
From Page 7A
earned-run average. It took a captivating I I th-inning rally for
them to beat Tennessee in Game
I. with a dropped pop-up sparking a three-run outburst before
Lauren Chamberlain's 30th home
run of the season won it in the
12th.
Both teams went with their
second-string starters after that
marathon, in which Ricketts and
Ellen Renfroe — Ivy's younger
sister — both had shutouts
through 10 innings.
It didn't take nearly as long for
an offensive breakthrough in
Game 2.

said: "No,are you kidding'? Let
me just be very clear: I'm just
hopeful the coach doesn't dismiss me."
Tressel, later forced out by
the university, said in a statement Tuesday it had been an
honor to work with Gee.
Gee didn't edit himself
much Tuesday during a teleconference announcing his
retirement, joking about the
imposition of "this damn telephone call."
"I've only got a month to
ruin the university," he
quipped. "I've got to get at it."
Gee was named the country's best college president in
2010 by Time magazine. He
has held the top job at West
the
University,
Virginia
University of Colorado, Brown
and Vanderbilt. He was Ohio
State president from 1990 to
1997 and returned in 2007. He
makes about $1.9 million a
year in base pay, retirement
benefits and other compensa.tion.
He is a prolific fundraiser
'and is leading a $2.5 billion
campaign at Ohio State. He is
campus,
on
omnipresent
attending everything from faculty awards events to dormitorY pizza arties.
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NBA FINALS
Thursday
Miami 7 pm
at
Antonio
San
MLB
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Today
Cleveland (Kluber 3-3) at N Y Yankees
(Sabathia 5-4) 1 05 p m
Oakland (Colon 6-2) at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 4-5) 2 10 pm
Chicago White Sox (Axelrod 3-41 at
Seattle (lwakuma 6-i1 3 40 p m
Toronto (Dickey 4-7) at San Francisco
(Zito 4-3) 3 45 p m
Chicago Cubs (Garza 1-0) at LA
Angels (Vargas 5-3) 7 05 p m
Tampa Bay (Cobb 6-2) at Detroit (Fister
5-21 7 08 p m
Texas (Ogando 4-21 at Boston (Lackey
3-5) 7 10 p m

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Today
Pittsburgh (W Rodriguez 6-3) at Atlanta
(Teheran 3-2) 12 10 p m
Miami (Ja Turner 1-0) at Philadelphia
(Hamel& 1-91 1 05 pm
Oakland (Colon 6-2) at Milwaukee
(Gallardo 4-51 2 10 p m
Toronto (Dickey 4-71 at San Francisco
(Zito 4-31 3 45 p m
Chicago Cubs (Garza 1-0) at L A
Angels (Vargas 5-3) 7 05 p m
N Y Mets(Gee 3-6) at Washington
(Haren 4-61, 7 05 p m
Colorado (Gar)and 3-6) at Cincinnati
(Cueto 3-0) 10 pm
Arizona (Miley -5) at St Louis IJ Kelly
0-21 8 15 p m
San Diego (Mar is 6-2) at L A
Dodgers (Kershaw 5-31, 10 lop r( ,

Sarah Brown Wessling
2010 National Teacher of the Year
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2013 Harry M.Sparks
Distinguished Lecturer Series

Ohio St. president Gordon Gee
retires after Notre Dame jabs
as chairman of the university's
board of trustees condemned
the remarks last week as
"wholly unacceptable" and
"not presidential in nature."
deflected questions about
whether Gee had been forced
out by the board.
Ohio State, one of the
biggest universities in the
nation, with 65,000 students,
named provost Joseph Alutto
as interim president.
Gee, a familiar figure on
campus with his bowties and
owlish eyeglasses, has repeatedly gotten in trouble over the
years for verbal gaffes.
Tuesday's news lit up Twitter,
with numerous posts using the
hashtag (hash )savethebowtie.
Gee said Tuesday he waited
until recently to apologize in
person to the Notre Dame president. Rev. John Jenkins,
because they had a long-scheduled meeting. Schottenstein
said the board was satisfied
with Gee's response to the letter.
On Monday. Gee withdrew
as Saturday's commencement
speaker at a Catholic high
school in Columbus. saying he
wanted the focus to remain on
the students..
Gee also came under fire in
2011 for some offhand remarks
he made during a scandal on
football coach Jim Tressel's
watch. Asked whether he had
considered firing Tressel, Gee

Sponsored By:

YOU ARE INVITED!
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COLUMBUS.Ohio(AP) University
State
Ohio
President Gordon Gee abruptly
announced his retirement
Tuesday' after he came under
fire for jokingly referring to
"those damn Catholics" at
Notre Dame and poking fun at
the academic quality of. other
schools.
Gee, 69, said in a teleconference that the furor was only
part of his decision to retire,
which he said -he had been considering for a while. He said
his age and the start of a longterm planning process at the
university were also factors.
He also said he didn't regret
the way he conducted himself
as a higher education leader.
"I have regrets when I have
said things that I shouldn't have
said. but I have no regrets
about having a sense of humor
and having a thick skin and
enjoying life." Gee said.
Gee also took sshots at
schools in the Southeastern
Conference and the University
of Louisville-. according to the
recording of the meeting of the
school's Athletic Council.
Gee apologized when the
comments were disclosed, saying they were "a poor attempt
at humor and entirely inappropriate."
His decision to retire was
first reported by The Columbus
Dispatch.
Robert Schottenstein, who
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many hours coaches log in the
playoffs, he had a two-word
answer.
"That's irrelevant," he said.
What is relevant, more than
anything else, is this: Spoelstra
and Popovich are the last two
coaches standing. And in a levy
days,one of them is going to cradle the Larry O'Brien Trophy
once again.
That action will be worth
much more than any words.
"Erik is still in the phase
where he gets more blame for
their losses than credit for their
wins,but he's going to the Hall of
Fame. He's that good," Van
Gundy said. "His even-keel
demeanor, his humility. I think
helps him really get the most out
of his best players and you know.
it's fun to watch his teams,fun to
watch Pop's teams. I just love the
grace and humility both teams
play with."
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Photos by Brandie Rowland / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

BAKEOFF CONTEST AT MCCH: Staff of the Inpatient
Rehabilitation Facility at Murray-Calloway County Hospital
recently got their patients involved in a fun "a-MAY-zing bakeoff" in celebration of May as national strawberry and chocolate
chip month. After the staff each brought in a dessert, the
patients taste-tested and crowned a winner.Patients in the
Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility sample some of the strawberry and chocolate chip desserts brought in by staff for a tastetesting contest. Lindy Curry, Program Director, won first place
with her Chocolate Strawberry Surprise dessert.

Photo by Me)ony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospital

MCCH HOSTS BLOOD DRIVE AT CITY: HALL: The
Murray-Calloway County Hospital (MCCH) Blood Donor
Center recently held a blood drive at the City of Murray.
Pictured is Beth Wiggins and Teresa Starks form the Blood
Donor Center at MCCH with City of Murray employee, Britt
Trimble, who donates blood on a regular basis.
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MCCH offers
sports physicals
on two dates

PARIS,Tenn.- Embracing the
importance of brainpower can
help people live a healthier,
smarter and longer lives. While
medical treatment is limited,
Henry County Medical Center
understands the brain is not static and there are ways to fuel
brains to re-grow cells and make
stronger connections. HCMC
has joined the nationwide campaign Fill'Er Up to spread
awareness about how important
it is to maintain a healthy brain
lifestyle.
"There is some evidence of the
use-it-or-lose-it phenomenon.
Just as brains can grow weaker,
the'y can also grow stronger,"
says Tory Daughrity, director of
Marketing & Public Relations at
HCMC. "Tweaking your daily
routines with diet, exercise and
mental stimulation can boost
brain health in ways science still
doesn't understand."
Fill'Er Up is developed by
Spirit of Women and locally presented by HCMC. If you are
interested in receiving a fact
sheet about brain health or you
are interested in signing up for
Spirit of Women, call the
HCMC FindLine at •731-6443463 and request the fact sheet
and/or application to join.
About Spirit of Women
Spirit of Women® is a national network of leading hospitals
dedicated to improving women's
lives through innovative health
and community programs. Spirit
of Women Hospitals touch the
lives of millions of women each
year through the presentation of
educational events, consumer
membership programs, annual
conferences, marketing communications, and grassroots efforts
to improve the health and wellbeing of women everywhere.
Spirit of Women enables participating hospitals to focus on
community needs while providing the strength of national support. For more information, visit
spiritofwomen.com.

Photo by Melony Bray / Murray-Calloway County Hospital
INQUIRING MINDS WANT TO KNOW: The fourth grade class at Murray Middle School
recently toured several areas of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, including Radiology, Labor
& Delivery, Ambulances and a sample patient room. Pictured, students rush to ask questions
during a tour of how an Ultrasound works to technician Jana Ward.

MCCH prepares for mock disaster drill
Special to the Ledger
On
Thursday,
MurrayCalloway County Hospital
employees and local emergency
responders will take part in a
mock disaster drill. The drill
will test the preparedness and
response of local, regional and
state agencies should a real crisis occur.
The event, staged by the
Emergency
Management
Committee of MCCH in partnership with Murray State
University, will focus on
response plans for an actual disaster that would trigger a sudden
influx of patients, media . and
concerned community members
to the hospital.
The full scale masslasualty
drill is being conducted in col-

laboration with multiple partner
agencies including Police and
Fire Departments, MSU and
Calloway County Emergency
Operations Center.
The scenario for the practice
event is a simulated tornado
with casualties and an influx of
injured civilians. Organizers
caution that the event is a significant exercise and the local community can expect to see emergency responders at Murray-'
Calloway County Hospital looking and acting as if it were a true
disaster.
Normal hospital
.,Emergency Department operations and patient care will not be
affected by the drill in any way.
Non-emergency patients should
access a family medicine physician or provider for treatment.
More than a dozen depart-

ments at MCCH will participate
in the drill, including the emergency department,surgery, radiology, security, labor and delivery, and others as needed.
Hospitals are required by the
Joint Commission to have disaster response plans in place and
conduct periodic drills for
improvement and training purposes.
"The goal of this exercise is to
enhance working relationships
and collaboration between the
agencies and organizations
involved," said Marty Barnett,
Director
of
Emergency
Services. "It's a mock exercise,
but it's also a very real test of
our ability to respond to an actual disaster. We appreciate the
cooperation
of
everyone
involved."
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Free sports physicals for
Murray and Calloway County
high school and middle school
athletes will be avaialble from 8
a.m. to noon June 29 and again
July 13 at the west entrance of
the Endoscopy Department of
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital.
All athletes must have a completed medical history form
signed by a parent/guardian; no
physical will be performed without signed consent.
In addition, all athletes are
required to have a physical prior
to participating in sports.
For more information, phone
Melissa Ross at 762-1832 or
email mgross@murrayhospital.org,
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When it comes to our homes,cars, vacations, and even the foods we eat,
we often aspire to something bigger and better.Your savings should be
no different.
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"I love living here,
everyone is so
kind."
—Delores Gossett

Woodmen of the World's Modified Endowment Life Insurance certificate.
the Enhancer; may be a better way to preserve your assets and help you
save for your future and the future of your loved ones.
•Your cash may accumulate faster than in a CD
•Tax-deferred gain until received
•Avoid the hassles of probate
•Tax-free death benefit if paid to named beneficiary
Call us today to find out if this could be your opportunity to set aside
money and save on income taxes.
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Woodmen of the World Lie Insurance Society
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00119

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 10-CI-00488
SUNTRUST BANK,
VS.

PLAINTIFF,

EVELYN D HALL, UNKNOWN DEFENDANT,
SPOUSE OF EVELYN D. HALL,UNKNOWN OCCUPANT,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on May 14, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $54,347.32, plus interedt, late charges, etc.. I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, June 13,
2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and referred to as Lot 100
Western Shores, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
A certain lot of parcel of land located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more
particularly bounded and described as follows, to-wit: -•
Being designated as Lot 100, WESTERN SHORES,Phase 1, as shown on the plat
of same record in Plat Book 38, Page 87, Slide 3703, in the Calloway County
Court Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky, to which plat specific reference is hereby made for a more particular description of said lot.
Subject to covenants and restrictions for WESTERN SHORES recorded in
Miscellaneous Book 643, page 415 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office in
Murray, Kentucky.
Being the same property conveyed to Evelyn D. Hall, by Deed of Conveyance from
KY Land Partners, LLC, dated 6/15/06, recorded 6/14/06, in Book 656, Page 553,
in Calloway County Clerk's Office in Murray, Kentucky.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty
(301 days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 21st day of May, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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Jones Strawberries
U-pick $1 25/qt
We-pick $2 50/qt
1 8 miles South of
Sedalia Hwy 381
(Bnng pans)
328-8543

OPEN HOUSE
345 Robertson Rd. South
June 7th & June 8th June 21st & June 22nd
Sealed bid
5.967 acres & 2,308sg.ft home
3/48R, 2.58A, 2 fireplaces
Attached 1CG, screened patio, wood deck
Bid package available
0 Westside Baptist Church
or online 0 www.wbcmurray.org
(click resources then ADMIN

270-753-8240
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KWIK Kleen
800 Coldwater Rd.
270-226-1092
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:-Car detailing
-Basic car washing
-Residential pressure
washing
-On-duty mechanic
Daily Specials!
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PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE

DAN THIBEAULT, MIDLAND FUNDING, LLC,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, UNKNOWN
DEFENDANT,SPOUSE OF DAN THrBEAULT,

Self Storage

Assert
BAC HOME LOANS SERVICING. LP
f/k/a Countrywide Home Loans Servicing. LP.

VS.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the'Calloway Circuit Court
on August 14, 2012, and subsequent orders in ehe above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $117,416.44, plus interest.
I shall proceed to offer for gale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray,
Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday,
June 13, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
283 Bendefield Lane, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as
follows:
TRACT I: BEGINNING at a point in the South right of way of KY. Hwy. 121, said
point being 668 feet East of the intersection of the South right of way of KY. Hwy.
121 and the East right of way of KY. Hwy. 893; THENCE South 2 degrees 10' East
for a distance of 1,282.09 feet to an iron stake; THENCE North 88 degrees 40'
East for a distance of 449.89 feet to an iron stake; THE POINT OF BEGINNING;
THENCE North 88 degrees 40' East for a distance of 100 feet to an iron stake;
THENCE North 2 degrees 10' West for a distance of 150 feet to an iron stake;
THENCE South 88 degrees 40' West for a distance of 100 feet to an iron stake;
THENCE South 2 degrees 10' East for a distance of 150 feet to the point of beginning.
The above lot is transferred and conveyed subject to all protective covenants,
restrictions, easements, reservations and all other exceptions as recorded on
microfilm in Book 154, Card 1350, in the Office of the Clerk of Calloway County,
all of which are by this reference made a part of this instrument.
TRACT II: Legal description of a tract of land situated approximately 1.5 miles
west of the Community of Coldwater, in the County of Calloway. State of
Kentucky being a part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 7, Township 2, Range
3 East, and situated at the rear of 283 Bendefield Lane, and being further
described as follows(See Plat of record in Plat Book 30, Slide 40, page 2856):
BEGINNING at a ?" diameter rebar twicap #3175 set, located 22.29'east of a ?"
diameter rebar found, marking the southwest corner of the Dana Sliger property(Deed Book 174, Card 436), and being the northwest corner of the 3.9734 acre
tract described herein; THENCE,south 82 degrees 48'07" east passing through a
?" diameter rebar found at 179.44'(the southwest corner of the Randy Darnell
property, Deed Book 173, Card 1030); for a.distance of 251.20' to a fence corner.
the northwest corner of the Gregory Boyd property; THENCE, with Boyd's west
line and with an existing fence, south 06 degrees 123T west 680.06'to a?'diameter rebar 1w/cap $3437)found, the northeast corner of the James Bradley Dublin
property (Deed Book 324, Page 4111; THENCE, with Dublin's north line. north 86
degrees 5542" west 251.54'to a ?" diameter rebar (w/cap $3175)set, the southwest corner of the tract described herein; THENCE,severing the lands of Ralph
Sliger, north 06 degrees 12'32" east, passing through a ?" diameter (w/cap $3175)
set as 300.00'for a distance of 698.16'to a point of beginning. This tract contains
3.9734 acres.
TRACT III: Lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly
described as follows, to-wit: BEGINNING at a point in the south right of way of
Kentucky Highway 121, said point being 668 feet East of the intersection of the
South right of way of Kentucky Highway 121 and the-east right of way of
Kentucky Highway 893; THENCE,South 2 degrees 10' East 1282.09(erroneously
referred to in Deed Book 174, Card 436, as "1282.0") feet to an iron stake;
THENCE, North 88 degrees 40'East for a distance of 349.89 feet to an iron stake,
THE POINT OF BEGINNING;THENCE, North 88 degrees 40' East 100 feet to
an iron stake; THENCE, North 2 degrees 10' West for a distance of 125'to an iron
stake; THENCE,South 88 degrees 40' West for a distance of 100'to an iron stake;
THENCE,South 2 degrees 10'East for a distance of 125'to the point of beginning.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any.
Being the same property conveyed to Dan Thibeault, from John Thibeault, single
by deed dated November 12, 2009 and recorded November 12, 2009 in Deed Book
810 and Page 320, in the office of the Calloway County Clerk.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty(30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 21st day of May, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Valloway Circuit Court
on September 13. 2009. and subsequent orders in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $90,557.38, plus interest
from February 1,2009, costs, fees, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest
bidder, at public auction on Thursday. June 13, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m..
local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway
County, Kentucky, with its address being 1513 Sycamore Street, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot No. 3 in B 0 Langston Heights Addition to the town of Murray, Kentucky, as
shown by plat of record in Deed Book 93, Page 41, in the office of the Clerk of
Calloway County, Murray. Kentucky.
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Excel knowledge, a basic understanding of
accounting, excellent data entry skills,
efficiency and organization required.
Send resume to:
620 S 4th St., Murray, KY 42071
Attn: L. Bona.
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THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibdity whatsoever for their
activities

Compassionate Providers wanted to
provide supervision for adults diagnosed
with developmental disabilities in a
residential setting. Primarily evening and
weekends. Experience is preferred.
Applicant must be 21 years of age.
Background check is required.
Please forward resume to:
Julie Castleberry
Vice President for Human Resources,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health
425 Broadway, Suite 201,
Paducah, KY 42001
Applications available at www.Arbh.org.
Open until filled. EOE
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Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty
days, but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit
with the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance
to be paid in full within thirty 1301 days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and
payable in thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the' property as additional
security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold
subject to the 2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 21st day of May, 2013.
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
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ASSISTANT Manager
Bring resume and references
to
Penn
Station at 110 S. 12th
Street. See General
Manager.

Help Wanted

Nlediacorn
Cable Television Job Opportunities
FIELD AUDITOR

DELI Asst.
Mngr..
Prefer experience with
ordering,
inventory,
trucks. Full-time position with benefits. Apply
at Food Giant in
Murray, KY

KY Lake Oil Company
has an opening for an
Accounting Clerk to
perform general office
and accounting duties.
Excel knowledge, a
basic understanding of
accounting, excellent
data entry skills,
efficiency and organization required
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Help Wanted

270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Noy
- A

DEFENDANTS

Cul

Help Wanted
KY Lake Oil Company has an opening for an
Accounting Clerk to perform general office
and accounting duties.

Indoor
free & p
Send

DEREK PEMWELL,DEBORAH K. RUDOLPH,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION SYSTEMS,
INC., ACTING SOLELY AS NOMINEE FOR QUICKEN
LOANS,INC., AND BENEFICIAL KENTUCKY. INC.

Send resume to
620 S 4th St , Murray,
KY 42071
Attn L Bona

Help Wanted

PLAINTIFF,

NOTICE OF SALE
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Lynn Grove

MURRAY

Rest et KY/TN
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JPMORGAN CHASE BANK,NA,
VS.

NOTICE OF SALE

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No.09-CI-00287

Would you like to have the ability to work alone
without Supervision and be provided a company vehicle for work hours? Work a Monday Friday shift from 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. Mediacom's
SECURITY DEPARTMENT is seeking a FIELD
AUDITOR for the Western Kentucky area to
inspect and audit all CAN equipment in
assigned areas in support of the system quality.
integrity and accountability. Review company
records and equipment to determine the possibility of illegal activity. Collect equipment and
unpaid balances from customers. Investigate
leads involving illegal activities related to cable
service. Review company records and equipment to determine the possibility of illegal activities. Collect equipment and unpaid balances
from customers and investigate leads involving
illegal activities related to cable service. Lifts
and carries loads up to 75 pounds, including
line ladder.
Preferred experience/skills: Hilt school diploma or equivalent. 1 year of CAN installation
background. Ability to communicate effectively
with subscribers to promote retention and payment of services as appropriate. Valid drivers
license, satisfactory driving record, effective
written and verbal communication skills Must
be willing to travel
Pre-employment drug screen and background
check conducted
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the following method.
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hnp.fimediacomcable.corn/careers
Job ID 5539

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private label
manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for.

Mediacom is an Equal Opportunity Employer

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIANS(3RD SHIFT)

GM ASE CERTIFIED TECH.

ENTRY LEVEL PRODUCTION LINE POSITIONS
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)

PLANT SERVICES/SANITAT1ON (3RD SHIFT)

customer Satisfaction top pnority.
Drivers license, drug test, background
check required.
Excellent pay, 401K, insurance.
AC SHOP.

Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance. 401k Plan, company paid retirement,
vacation and paid holidays

Larry Stovesand Buick & GMC
3300 Park Ave. Paducah
8:00 - 5:00 Monday - Friday

Applications may be submitted online by going to

E.O.E
M/F/H/B

LINE OPERATOR TECHNICIAN TRAINEE
(2ND AND 3RD SHIFT)

www.kroger.com

Select careersiiobs at the bottom of the web page
Select Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods
Or apply through CareerBuildercorn to upload
your resume Search The Kroger Company,
Murray KY Jobs
An Equal Opportunity Employer WF/DN
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace

RUN fireworks tent
Teachers,
students,
unemployed, churches
encouraged to apply
Mayfield,
Eddyviffe,
Morganfield,
Providence
270-726-7754

FULL time, salary computer/network technician
specialist
Minimum 1 year expenonce required Details
at
WWW smartpathtech corn/career
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4 Temporary Farm Workers Needed Employer.
Wilkerson Farms. Inc - Murray, KY. Perform all
duties of Tobacco & Row Crop Production, including cultivating, imgating, harvesting, stonng, &
packaging; and other alternative work
Employment Dates. 07/27/2013- 12/15/2013.
$9.80/hr. Piece Rate may be offered. Worker
guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools provided
at no cost. Free housing provided to non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met. Random
drug testing may be done after hire at the employ-'
er's expense. Contact the Kentucky Department
for Workforce Investment at 502-782-3079 and
reference job order KY0488362.

Tit 1p.m.

— Wed 12 p.m.

Crew Members & Managers

— Thur. 12 p.m.

75 US Hwy 68 E

Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
28R from $375

Legal
Notice

E.O.E.

r Equal opportunity

Immediate openings for full time
Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Indoor climate, shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.
Send resume to idavid@inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518

Lake Way Nursing and Rehabilitation Center
Currently has art opening for a

Circuit Court
to satisfy the
, plus interest
ale at the
to the highest
r10:00 a.m
n Calloway
array, KY

Registered Nurse

r

10pm-630am shift
If interested please apply in Derso_n
Together we will dedicate our efforts and
performance to be the highest quality

Kentucky, as
le Clerk of

Equal opportunity employer
Drug free facility/AAE
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150
Help Wanted

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork_com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this uebsite.
However. as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
parson after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

filUggilY
SUPPLY COMPANY,

Murray Supply
has an opening for
part-time sales
and office.
No phone calls
please.

TECH.

priority.
ackground

Jrance

& GMC
icah
7riday

ne, salary corn?twork techne
specialist,
n 1 year expenquired. Details
www.smartt.corn/career

2012 Whirlpool high
effeciency washer. 3.6
tank, 12 cycles, hoses
included, mint. $250.
Trailer 16ft custon sideboards. Inside kept.
$1,000. 270-978-9546
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Desperately needs to
buy your coins.
Paying high prices.
Offering great bargains
at Trends-N-Treasures.
Appraisals.
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann
NORITAKE
ChinaPattern,
Edgewood
Fostoria-American
Clear Pattern.
1847 Rogers Brothers
silverplate
flatware,
Silver Lace Pattern,
Esprit Crystal.
270-293-4455
for
details/prices
Slabs
for
sale.
$10/bundle
(mostly
hardwood).
Call
between
5:30-6:30
Weds. evening.
270-552-0158

Mobile Homes For Sale

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 & 2BR units.
Rent based on income.
Mobility
impairment
accessible.
Phone:
270-527-1311. MonFn.
9am-3pm
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD # 711
340
Houses For Rent
4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
270-753-4109
HAZEL: 2 or 3BR.
492-8526
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood. Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156
360
Stage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-5562
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Commerical Prop. For Rent
OFFICE SPACE700ft
downtown
Murray.
$550/mo
includes
water/gas/electricity/tra
sh pick-up. 104 N. 4th
Street Suite C
270-226-1103

"ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air condi
tioner, used carpeting.
refrigerator.
stove,
electnc & gas heater,
storm windows.
753-4109
Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

Clean up,body work

3BR, 2BA mobile home
on corner Lot 503 Bay
Wood Vista Dr

270-485-6122

STRAW $3 50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

Newly painted

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898

3

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859
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ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
junk & tree work
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service. 25
years experience. Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

air
tor torthei
[lousing Ads ertisine. 'sequin'
ments. tontas t \ Ak
Rene l' Milarn 1701 , 14,;AM

CLEAN CUT

470
Motorcycles & ATV's

Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

11 Size
I
2417 Surveillance•Electricity

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
puppies.
Shih-tzu
Male/female,
CKC
shots/wormed, $250$300 270-804-8103

e Now Have 80 Climb Control Units

$12 Whit:nen Ave.

7

rferiNtin
McCUISTON

CA RE

270-293-4020

GARLANt
RENTAL

ROOFING
Replacement and Repair

If you've got it we can store it

270-293-1924

Specializing in kitchen
& bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house
like it is our house!

Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

Hayman Lawn
Maintenance and
Landscaping

270-873-9916

*Small Landscapes etc.
N.eal Removal
-Mowing 'Residential
•Edging "Commercial

DRYWALL & painting:
no job too big or small.
Free estimates. Call
Logan at
270-293-0476.

Tractor & Dozer Work

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Dirt work. Hauling.
Bush hogging, Top soil,
Garden tilling,
Driveways. White rock,
Mulching, etc.

'Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

270-227-0906

.
Mulching •1nsured

Pruning •licensed
2007 Kawasaki zx6r.
120k miles. Many add
ons. $5,900 O.B.O.
270-227-5450

FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 Hour
Emergency Service
'Locally owned
-1_,censed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales.com
270-753-4461
500
Used Trucks

(270)978-4591
HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
E. TRUCKING
All Your Septle Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming

I do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
info call 270-227-3309

*Removal
'Stump Grinding

LAWN Mowing
Free Estimates
Colby: 270-227-9027

'Firewood
Original owner is sell
'Insured
mg 2003 Chevy S-10. 4
cylinder, 5spd manual (270) 489-2839
transmillion. Good condition. Only 85,000
HALL'S WASTE
miles. $3,900.00.
759-2276
MANAGEMENT
520
• aeeklv & special pickups
Rods & Motors
•locally owned/operated
2007
StarCraft
Pontoon/Aluminum
22ft, 115hp, low hours,
capacity 10, great boat.
227-8015/Pat

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hornetorm Service
Dr-sr soerid your Purley aut ot
state seep r
1270) 293-8480

Hill Electric

MITCHELL

Since 1986

530
Services Offered
1-70-978-1204
Carpentry
All
Construction. New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks.753-0353 Larry
Nimmo

Greg Mansfield

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

Residential &
Commercial
Licensed &4nsured
All jobs - big or
small

BROS.
PAVING
'Asphalt Installation
'Seal coating &

753-9562

striping

uww.hillelectric.com

40 yrs. experience

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562. 2270267

Over 28 Years
Experience

HAVVNs*d

YOUR mowing needs
Free estimates Hector
270-227-6638

(270)759-0501

David's Home
Improvement

MICKEY WILSON

LLc

DEVELOPMENT

Water Damaged Floors

rintrai tor
•Addifions
*Kitchens X,
Br11/I morn
•nro -ks
•ThArtraiir e
Litensetl & Insured

Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
all Do Insurance Work
sa b MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

12701 226-5444

Garage& Yard Sale
Directory
.

GARAGE
SALE
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

ON BEA

MINI
STORAGE

New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay

to

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Ky Lake
Remodeling

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

_

(270) 759-0890

Call Kevin at

2BR, 2+ acres. 5mi S
of Murray.
270-293-5824

3

Www.GECLLC.NET

Free estimates
E.. ...111.1.

2

9 2.43
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3 9 58
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53 7 2
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270-293-4256
LAWN

6
7

Lesel ***

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pa'. hag. Sealcoating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

8 57 61
9 3 28-5
6 1 4 7 2
4 9 1 5 7
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3 8 9 2 4
2 7 5 1 3
1 4 6 9 8

1

4

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

11e is II too,
as.ept ans
ads ertising tor real estate is hish
ts not sirs rotation ol the lass Al'
permYll
, JR' berets% informed
that all di,e II inizs ads ert
asailahle on an i\Inat opportu
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6

5
7
1
6 5 3
87
3

Public Sale

Answer IP previous piis

4

7

(270) 293-1600 or (270) 767-9924

2 Auto Shops

2 lots, Red Hawk Dr

150
Articles
For Soh

Commerical Prop. For Rent

78
4
29

Great for your home or spec home.
Corner of Robertson Rd. &
Austin Court (cul-de-sac)
South of W. 94

David 270-227-1106

** Owner Finance"
48R, 2BA $4,950
down $695/mo.
Murray near lake
615-397-3171
1998 16x60 mobile
home. 2BR, 1BA, all
appliances included.
Must be moved.$9,200
o.b.o. Call 270-2263213 or 270-978-6074

SUDOKU

Sudoku is a number -placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grd wen
sevetal given numOites The cowl e aowe the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each'
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoiku increases Irons Monday to Sunday

Concepts SudoKu

Zach 270-873-7700

Want to Buy

Areers

ity Employer

Articles
For Sale

Please pick up appli- SLABS for sale. Mostly
cations at the office hardwood. $10 a bundle. Call between 5:30Monday-Friday
.Wednesday
6:00
from Barn - 3pm
evenings.
PART-TIME
help: 270-522-0158
weekends, holidays,
some weekly. Minimum
Appliances
background
wage,
check. Respond to P.O.
LARGE
Box 1040-X Murray, KY
SELECTION
42071
USED APPLIANCES
position
at
PT/FT
Murray Sewing Center
WARD-ELKINS
Knowledgable about
605 [South 12th St
sewing. Apply in per(270) 753-1713
Bel-Air
0
son
Shopping Center.
270

m is filled via

270-75341556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
MD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 2/13

ci

Infinity Group

oEFENDANTS

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Muuay.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR, 1BA Townhouse,
W/D included. Starting
at $500. Please call
753-7559
2BR, 1BA. Water/trash
included.
$425/mo.'
270-719-1654
2BR,
brick.
W/D
hookup, redecorated.
no pets, $435/mo.
293-6070

Calloway Gardens

Open interviews daily
10 a.m.-6 p.m.

PLAINTIFF,

Lot for Sale .44 acre

New Draffenville McDonalds

VISA

Wednesday, June 5, 2013• 38
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY for levelheaded, even if you feel
pressured. Tonight: In the limeThursday,June 6,2013:
'This year you demonstrate light.
immense versatility, which VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Tension
builds.
brings you unusual opportuni- ***
Understand that with the stress
ties. The good news is that you of
feeling overwhelmed, you'll
get to choose; the bad news is
want to consider reassessing a
that you have so much to choose situation that could change your
from. Some of you will be bold feelings and offer you a new perand greet a new lifestyle or opt spective. A parent might want to
for more adventure. If you are share more of his or her feelings.
single, you have a circle of Tonight: Get with the program.
potential suitors. Rather than LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
commit, date until you find the **** Speak with someone
directly, but keep in mind that he
right person. If you are attached, or
she has been known to throw
you might have a secret admirer. you off-kilter. Try not to internalConsider keeping it that way in ize this person's messages! Your
order to keep the peace. Your sense of direction allows greater
other half will need a lot of give-and-take. You might want to
attention. A fellow GEMINI is be closer, but in a more viable
quite capable of understanding manner. Tonight: Your treat.
SCORPIO(Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
you.
**** You could be touched by
How you feel
The Stars Show the Kind of someone's offer.
and what you do with those feelDay You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; ings will make an enormous dif4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; ference. Make a point of being
I -Difficult
more spontaneous and upbeat.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Consider the role of control in your day-to-day life. You
could be exhausted by a story,
so stop and take the lead in this
discussion. Your thoughts might
not be as clear as you think. It
also is possible that you don't
have the full story ... but you will.
Tonight: Keep it low-key.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** You'll want to reach out
to others right now. In fact,
though you recently might have
been rather upset with a friend,
you will let the issues disappear.
This person comes off as selfconfident, but underneath, he or
she is very scared. Tonight:
Make dinner your treat.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You are in an ambivalent
period right now, in regard to
what you want. Allow yourself
the space to be worry-free. In the
next few days, more information
will come forward. You could be
overthinking a problem. Let go of
rigidity. Tonight: Whatever you
do, it seems perfect.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Use the morning 10 the
max, when others seek you out.
Fatigue could be an issue by
midafternoon. Confirm what you
are hearing, as vagueness
seems to follow you throughout
the day. Perhaps a fact or two
have been left out. Tonight:
Relax to music. Try a jam session!
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Deal with a problem before
it becomes too big for you to
handle. A friend or loved one
might be feeling rather whimsical. This person is only too
delighted to spend a lot of oneon-one time with you. Remain

A discussion puts a different
slant on recent events. Tonight:
Chat with loved ones over dinner.

SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 .21)
*** No one makes4/bigger
effort than you do when (t comes
to staying focused. Key"felationships where you need' to flex
could mark your plans. Follow
through in order to show that you
do care. Tonight: Make a suggestion with the expectation that
it will be considered.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Defer to someone who
seems confident and who has
seen several of your ideas carried out. This person likes what
he or she has seen. Be more
open to possibilities that might
be suggested. You have enough
energy to zero in on what you
want. Tonight: Squeeze in some
exercise.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Lighten up, even if you
are having difficulty achieving
more of what you want. The
moment you relax, nearly everything will fall into place. You
could see a situation much differently, at that point. Allow, more
playfulness in. Tonight: Start.the

weekend early.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Deal with a family member directly. You might not be
getting the results you want. If
you call it an early day and head
home, you could be a lot more
comfortable. Try to imagine how
someone else might feel in the
same situation. Tonight: Kick
back and see what happens.

BORN TODAY
Musician Gary -U.S.' Bonds
(1939), Nobel laureate Thomas
Mann

COMICS/ FEATURES
Son experiencing puberty
needs a word to the wise

48•Wobsesds7,Jane 5,2013

Weftslack
Ten years ago
Colleen Anderson, a member
of the Woodmen of the World
Lodge 827 Patriotic Committee,
presented an American flag to
Calloway
County
Middle
School assistant principal Fred
Little.
Barbara Smotherman and Jean
Murdock were pictured looking
at material for the Lynn GroveHarris Grove family histories,
which were being compiled for
publication by the Calloway
County Genealogical Society.
Greg Delancy took over as
president of the Murray Civic
Music Association. Outgoing
president
was
Dr. Brian
Runnels.
Charles Sumner made a holein-one on the 13th hole in a
recent Senior League tournament at Sullivan's Par-3 Golf
and Sports Center.
Twenty years ago
Karen Henkels was photographetiving Jay Rogers'
dog, Cla y, his yearly rabies
vaccination at a local vaccination clinic.
William Buchannon and Chris
Allen were pictured enjoying a
day of swimming and tanning at
the Murray-Calloway County
Pool.
Heather Michelle Lowe, 3year-old daughter of Rodney
and Cindy Lowe of Murray, was
crowned Easter Queen at a pageant held at Kentucky Oaks
Mall in Paducah.
Mark Kendall, Josh Smith and
William Ray, all of Murray, won
a total of 25 karate awards in
recent martial arts competitions.
All three were yellow belts and
trained with Clint Darden.
Thirty years ago
High
winds
during
an
overnight storm sent a shopping

cart from a parking lot into a
front window of Behr's Store in
Central Shopping Center.
Corrinne McNutt, Clover
Lockhart, Doris Nance and Jean
Murdock were new officers of
County
Calloway
the
Genealogical Society.
Forty years ago
Murray piano students of Mrs.
Neale B. Mason performing in a
recital included Mary Hina,
Stacey Mobley, Cindy Masters,
Candy Jackson, Lynne Outland,
Shane Tidwell, Sharon Outland,
Deena Daily, Kim Alley, Lori
Brandon, Sally Matarazzo,
Debbie
Peggy
Visher,
Cunningham, Joni Tidwell,
Gregory,
Donna
Anne
Humphries, Kip Mason, Chuck
Hussung and Cathy Mitchell.
Nancy Copeland, daughter of
Mrs. Byron Forbus and 1973
graduate of Murray High
School, presented a crewel
embroidery work to the MHS
home economics department.
Fifty years ago
Births reported included a boy,
John Mark, to the Rev. and Mrs.
Hal Shipley and a boy, Michael
Earl, to Mrs. Earl Tabers of
Murray on May 19.
Sixty years ago
Alta Faye Andrus and Jean
Ezell, members of the Murray
Training School FHA chapter,
were awarded their State
Homemaker degrees at the
meeting of the Kentucky FHA
held at Murray State College,
William Foy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Philip H. Murdock,
received degrees at the commencement exercises at the
University of Kentucky. Foy
received his bachelor's degree
in engineering and Murdock
received his master's degree-in
agriculture.

DEAR ABBY: Fm a single
mother of two amazing boys, 16
and 12. While my older son has
been private about coming into
puberty, my younger son is very
open about it, and we have had
many conversations about it. Abby.
I'll be honest. The subject makes
me uncomfortable.
Last night
I walked into
my 12-yearold's
room
and interrupted him pleasuring himself. I was
shocked. and
I started to
laugh because
1 was embarrassed. I did
tell him he
By Abigail
needed to be
Van Buren
more private
about his curiosity, to close the
door and have a blanket over
himself. But I was laughing when
I was talking to him and literally could not stop.
I'm unsure what is the right
course of action at this point. Where
do I go from here'.' -- EMBARRASSED MOM
DEAR
EMBARRASSED:
Masturbation is natural. Ever)
healthy. normal person has done
it. It is not depraved, a crime or
harmful to one's health.
Your son is now at an age
when it is appropriate for Mom
to knock before entering his room
out of respect for his privacy. So:
Apologize to your son for laughing. Explain that it was because
you were embarrassed.
If your children's father is in
the picture (or another male relative), a man-to-man talk about
• this could be helpful. If you haven't
already done so. the time has
arrived.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: My brother,
• three
• sisters and their husbands
and children and I go to our par-

ents' house for holiday dinners.
My youngest sister's husband.refuses to go because he doesn't get
along with our family. (He also
does not get along with his own
family.)
Before my youngest sister
leaves, she insists on taking a
plate of food home for her husband who was "unable to be
there." I feel if he doesn't want
to be with our family, he shouldn't be allowed to have takeout.
Our mother is 82, and it upsets
her that he doesn't want to be
there. What do you think? -RESENTFUL
DEAR RESENTFUL: If your
brother-in-law can't get along with
the family, he is doing everyone
a favor by not attending those
family dinners. Because your mother finds his absence upsetting, it
is up to her to put her foot down
and tell your sister she doesn't
want food taken to him. Until
she does, food deliveries will continue.
DEAR ABBY: 1, too, am disgusted with people who answer
their cellphones wherever and
whenever.
I was at a funeral last week
where this twit answered her cellphone while viewing the deceased
in his casket. She was literally
kneeling beside the casket when
her phone rang. and she carried
on a conversation with the caller
for a full three minutes. I timed
it!
I know some people may think
this is funny or no big deal. I
suggest that those who feel that
way should learn manners. Unless
you're a doctor or some other
emergency caretaker, there is no
reason to take a call while in the
company of others. -- MICHAEL
IN ROCHESTER, N.Y.
DEAR MICHAEL: I agree.
When attending a ,funeral or a
memorial, cellphones should be
TURNED OFF out of respect not
only for the deceased.
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In 1950, the U.S. Supreme
Court. in Henderson v. United
States, struck down racially segregated railroad dining cars.
In 1968,Sen. Robert F. Kennedy.
was assassinated in Los Angeles'
Ambassador Hotel after claiming
victory in California's Democratic presidential primary.
In 1993, country star Conway.
Twiny died in Springfield. Mo.,
at age 59.
In 2004, Ronald Wilson Reagan, the 40th president of the
United States, died in Los Angeles at age 93. _

try that was at peace with the
United States.
In 1884, Civil War hero Gen.
William T. Sherman refused the
Republican presidential nomination, saying, "I will not accept if
nominated and wiJI not serve if
elected."
In 1933, the United States went
off the gold standard.
In 1947, Secretary of State
George C. Marshall gave a speech
at Harvard University in which
he outlined an aid program for
Europe that came to be known
as The Marshall Plan.
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Balance exercises help to
reduce risk of falls
DEAR DOCTOR K: In a
previous column you wrote about
the importance of balance exercises as we age. But why does
our balance get worse as we get
older?
DEAR READER: A number
of changes that come with aging
can affect our balance.
-- Inside our ears is a balance center
the
called
vestibular
system that
detects where
our body is in
space. Are we
or
upright
lying flat; are
we standing
on our feet or
performing a
By
handstand?
h
e
Dr. Anthony
T
vestibular
Komaroff
system is connected to centers in the brain
that also control our balance.
When the vestibular system and
brain determine that we're about
to fall over, the brain directs the
body to take corrective action.
Maybe we twist back upright so
we don't fall. Maybe we're too
far off center to avoid falling,
so our arms and hands stretch
out to brace our fall.
As we age, cells in the vestibular system die off. This affects
how accurately we detect our
position in space. That, in turn,
affects our ability to correct our
position. For example, if we start
to tilt to the right and the vestibular system doesn't detect this
quickly, it becomes harder for
the brain to prevent falling to
the right.
-- Our sight. the ability to
focus and see things clearly, diminishes with age. So do depth perception, night vision and sensitivity to contrast. Eye problems
can impair. blur or distort vision.

Dr. Komaroff

The loss of these visual cues
compromises balance. Corrective
lenses or surgery may help.
-- Blood pressure can dip suddenly when you stand up. causing dizziness, lightheadedness,
blurry vision,even fainting. Standing up slowly -- sitting first on
the side of the bed when you
rise, for example -- may help.
-- We lose a lot of muscle
mass and strength as we age.
We also lose power -- a function of strength and speed -which affects balance, too. If you
start to trip, power helps you
react swiftly. Exercise can help
you rebuild strength and power,
or at least slow the pace of
decline.
-- Our reflexes and coordination slow with age. Thus, you
may be more likely to stumble
-- and take more time to react
when you do.
Many health problems can
interfere with balance. They
include, but are not limited to,
arthritis, stroke. Parkinson's disease and multiple sclerosis.
Medications may also increase
your risk of falls. They can cause
blurred vision, dizziness, lightheadedness and drowsiness. Some
medications may damage the inner
ear, spurring balance disorders.
Along with regular aerobic
exercise and weight training, balance exercises are important as
we get older. Such exercises really can help you improve your
balance. I've posted some of these
simple exercises before, but I think
it's worthwhile to highlight them
again. You can find them on my
website. AskDoctorK.com.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor, Boston, MA
02115)

Hints From Weise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. June 5,
the 156th day of 2013. There are
209 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 5, 1963, Britain's Secretary of State for War, John Profumo, resigned after acknowledging an affair with a call girl,
Christine Keeler and lying to Parliament about it.
On this date:
In 1794, Congress passed the
Neutrality Act, which prohibited
Americans from taking part in
any military action against a coun-
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Dear
Heloise: I eat
a bran muffin
every
day.
The
storebought
muffins are
very dry, as
are the ones
I bake from a
packaged mix. What can I do to
improve their taste and texture?
— D.C.F. in Pennsylvania
There are a couple of things
you can try when making your
own from a mix. First, try substituting ,applesauce for the oil
in the recipe at the same ratio
(for example: I cup applesauce
instead of I cup oil). Second, in
place of liquid (milk or water),
add that same amount of orange .
juice, apple juice or any other
favorite juice. Experiment to see
which tastes the best to you. —
Heloise
A LIFE-THREATENING
CAPER
Dear Heloise: As a reader of
The Advocate in Baton Rouge, La.,
I'm not being too dramatic when
I say that you may have saved
my adult daughter's life, or at
the very least prevented an episode

by
Heloise

of anaphylaxis. She found out a
few years ago that she's ALLERGIC to edible flowers.
Neither she nor I knew that
capers were in this category until
I read it in your column. Your
column spurred further research
on our part, as it made us wonder what else is out there that is
part of a flower that we don't
know about. Thanks and appreciation, as you never know how
you may help others in unexpected ways. — Glenda L. in
Louisiana
PS.: This is the second time
you've helped us in this area.
The other time was when you
suggested carrying two EpiPens
in case one malfunctioned.
Glenda, thank you for writing
and sharing your story. Wow, who
would have thought something as
simple as "What is a caper?"
would yield such great(and potentially lifesaving) information. '
People often ask how topic
ideas come about. Obviously from
readers who send in questions or
hints to share. But also, many ideas
come from people I meet when
traveling and giving speeches, or
doing 7V shows and working with
producers to plan a segment.
The caper question came from
a reader. One of my assistants

keeps them as a staple in her
house, so she was happy to do
the research. Guess what? No
one in my office had a clue that
capers are part of the flower
family!
The epinephrine auto-injector
idea came from the same assistant, who discovered that one of
her daughters was deathly allergic to fire ants! The poor girl
got bitten while at school and
was taken by ambulance • to the
hospital! Now she must keep the
injectors at school and with her
at all times.
If anyone reading this column
is highly allergic and must keep
an epinephrine auto-injector
handy, you should have two available. Why? In case one doesn't
work, you don't keep it in the
required length of time or when
used the pen malfunctions, etc.
Sometimes the "simplest" hint
or question starts a journey discovering all kinds of interesting
(and some NOT) information! —
Heloise
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio. TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Heloise.com
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MY HEAD'S A5LEEP, EUT
Me? FEET ME AWAKE!
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Latvia's capital
Use a water pistol
Promise
"— Mame"
Beckon
Admits
Finish
Mexican money
Belt setting
Possessed
Bowling round
Skiing site
Past due
Different
Actor's representative
Lent a hand
Apiece
Spouse's kin
Zest source
Chowed down
Convent head
Fancy button
Lebanon's capital
Ivy League school
Jazz dances
Vicinity
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Indy event
Infamous czar
Candidate of 1964
Piercing tool
Company division
Searches
"Do — others ..."
'— been rear
Carnival city
Kayo count
Dessert choice
Sermon end
Ring true
Basilica part
Owner's document
Tent door
Be furious
Luke's sister
Occupies
Maximum amount
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Comfy spots
Salon job
Melody
Writer Ferber
Crunch targets
Wager
Book jacket bit
Pampering place
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